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Chapter 981 Interrogation and Wish 

All the divisions were gathered to form a massive fleet to escort all the Kunde Race spaceships over to 

Planet Lighthouse. 

The dynasty’s fleet was in the periphery with the thousands of Kunde Race spaceships surrounded. 

Their weapons had already been disarmed, and the energy cores were restricted to only allow the 

spaceships to fly. The entire fleet had lost the ability to fight back and was under the control of the 

dynasty. The spaceships of the Kunde Race fleet had already been transformed into a prison. 

The main flagship of the Kunde Race fleet was the most heavily modified with the cabins of the 

spaceship being modified into jail rooms. 

The command room was taken over by the dynasty soldiers, and two projections appeared in the 

command room. They were Tarrokov and Han Xiao. 

“Paying our respects to the chief commander.” 
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The moment both of them came online, the sound of the soldiers greeting their commander could be 

heard. 

Tarrokov had already given notice of his visit, and the soldiers were waiting for him. 

The various commanders of the different divisions were there with their aide-de-camps in the form of a 

long distance projection. 

“It has been tough on everyone.” Tarrokov smiled with a friendly attitude. 
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These young elite commanders would be the future stars of the dynasty, and Tarrokov was truly 

gratified at the sight of the talents before him. 

As Han Xiao looked at the commanders present, he could not help but be slightly startled. 

Woah, they’re all bigshots! 

A group of future commanders and bigshots were standing before him as though it was an inspection 

parade. 

Because he knew the future identities of these commanders, Han Xiao found the scene to be a 

memorable one and almost wanted to take a picture of it. 

“Your Excellency Black Star, you’re also here.” Teny was also within the group, and he greeted Han Xiao 

with a smile on his face. 



“We meet again.” Han Xiao nodded, and upon seeing the other commanders look over, he said, “I 

congratulate all of you for winning the war. Having such talented commanders is the honor of the 

dynasty.” 

The effect of an AOE flattery was not too bad at all! 

Even though he was only an ally of the dynasty, his status exceeded these young elites who had yet to 

reach the height of their careers. 
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Everyone liked to listen to nice words, and everyone revealed a smile upon hearing Black Star’s praise. 

“Your Excellency Black Star was the true cornerstone of our victory by providing key intelligence.” 

“We only performed some manual labor. Your Excellency Black Star’s contribution is the main reason for 

us winning the war.” 

Some of the commanders present immediately responded politely. Of course, there were a few 

commanders who did not say a thing but only nodded with respect. 

Han Xiao replied with a smile, but his gaze was suddenly fixed on Gaud. 

“Eh, you are…” 

Han Xiao squinted and realized that he did not recognize the person before him. 

Upon seeing that, Gaud smiled and took the initiative to say, “I have long heard of your great name, 

Your Excellency Black Star.” 

“This is Gaud, one of the Supers that the dynasty is grooming. I heard that he survived a Primordial 

Psionic Energy explosion and is extremely outstanding.” Tarrokov laughed and made the introduction. 

“Hello Gaud.” 

Han Xiao then continued greeting the other commanders while secretly entering the quantum network 

to check on Gaud’s records. 

Checking a person’s background was something that he was used to doing. 

With his current status, checking the information of some commanders would not be a problem. 

The next moment, Gaud’s resume appeared before him, and the resume seemed extremely simple 

without a problem. 

However, when he wanted to view more detailed information, a notification popped up and warned him 

about a lack of clearance. 

“I can’t see it? It seems like they truly place great importance on him.” 

Han Xiao would not bother breaking through the firewall of the dynasty for no good reason to invoke 

their dissatisfaction. 



Tarrokov said that Gaud was a Super that the dynasty was grooming. The dynasty would only groom two 

different kinds of Supers—those with a special ability or superior potential. This fellow was only a 

Calamity Grade Super at most, and since he was able to survive in the Primordial Psionic Energy 

explosion, he should belong to the first group. 

In his previous life, the Great Mechanic Han belonged to the Crimson Dynasty faction and was extremely 

familiar with the various bigshots of the dynasty. If Gaud was truly a Super groomed by the dynasty, he 

should have some impression of the other party. 

However, he could be sure that he had never heard of such a character before, and he did not have any 

memory of Gaud. There was not such a character in his previous life. 

Has the storyline been changed again? Han Xiao thought to himself. I wonder where this new guy came 

from. 

Although he was in doubt, he did not find the matter too strange. 

After doing so many things, he should have already caused the butterfly effect, and it would not be 

strange for a few new characters to show up. 

Not to mention the others, even the current manager of the Germinal Financial Group, Iapetus, was a 

leek that he had dug up. 

Upon looking at Han Xiao’s suave appearance, Gaud’s lips curled up slightly. 

“Your Excellency Black Star, perhaps we may become comrades in the future.” 

Han Xiao snapped out of his thoughts. “Are we not comrades now?” 

“Ah, you understand what I mean,” Gaud said with a calm smile. 

“… How ambitious, I shall wait for you then.” Han Xiao raised his brows. 

Does he mean that he will become a Beyond Grade A like me? This fellow is pretty confident. 

He then committed Gaud to his memory before shifting his gaze away. 

After chatting with the others casually, he brought out his universal ‘I will treat you to a meal next time’ 

ending phrase, and the various commanders went offline. 

Only Han Xiao and Tarrokov were left behind, and they continued to patrol the entire spaceship under 

the guide of the soldiers. 

The Kunde Race civilians were all held in the same place while the upper echelons were locked up 

separately. Han Xiao first patrolled the civilian region with Tarrokov. 

It was just like a refugee camp. 

Countless Kunde Race civilians were gathered together with fear and unease in their eyes. 

Before the start of the war, many of them were unwilling to leave and felt that the enemy was only 

imaginary. 



But now, the civilians were filled with fear in their hearts. They were like prey awaiting the descent of 

the butcher’s knife. 

Before this, they were the race ruling over the entire Star Cluster. However, they were now reduced to 

captives. 

After patrolling the civilian district, both of them went to the district where the upper echelons were 

locked up. They stood outside the interrogation room of the Kunde Race leader and looked at the other 

party through the window. 

Although he was already a captive, the Kunde Race leader still stood up straight and maintained his cool. 

His eyes were currently shut in meditation. 

“I will just listen by the side when you are interrogating him,” Han Xiao said to Tarrokov. 

The main interrogator was Tarrokov; he was only there to watch. Besides, the Kunde Race leader 

probably would not recognize him. 

Tarrokov then nodded and said to the soldier beside him, “Open the door.” 
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In the interrogation room, the Kunde Race leader was seated down and trying his best to sit up straight. 

He was not as calm as he looked, but he needed to maintain his cool. In his eyes, he was the final 

representative of the Kunde Race. 

Swoosh! 

The door opened, and the Kunde Race leader opened his eyes to watch two figures walk in. 

One of them was the military commander Tarrokov, whom he had seen before, and the other was 

extremely foreign to him. He was dressed in a black windbreaker and looked like a bigshot. 

“This is the second time that we have met,” Tarrokov said with a poker face. “Our party has already 

fulfilled our side of the promise and didn’t massacre your race. You now have to tell me everything that 

you know, including your thoughts and logic when deciding to attack us, the reason for your attack, and 

everything related to this attack. Remember that your answer will determine our attitude toward how 

we choose to deal with you. You’d better not hide anything, or the one to regret it definitely won’t be 

me.” 

Virtual Technology could steal information for them, but they would not be able to understand the 

other party’s thought process through it. This was the main point of their interrogation today. 

The Kunde Race leader knew that it was only a matter of time before he was interrogated and did not 

dare hide anything. At the same time, he did not have any intention of hiding anything and said 

everything that he knew with a heavy heart. 



Upon hearing the other party narrate his story, Tarrokov typed out a report. From time to time, Han 

Xiao looked over and saw a few negative terms such as ‘xenophobic ideology’, ‘native arrogance’, 

‘vengeful culture’, and ‘unsuitable for living together’. 

These aren’t good terms… Han Xiao blinked. 

This interrogation report would definitely affect the decision of the dynasty, and these words were 

dangerous. 

After a while, the Kunde Race leader finally finished what he had to say. 

“Your existence would take away our room for growth, and we are thus willing to find a new homeland 

that won’t be disturbed. We aren’t willing to live together with all of you as it will only limit our growth 

and development.” 

Upon hearing that, Tarrokov nodded and said without hiding anything, “You are right. We will never 

allow you to rise up.” 

None of them were saints, and the Crimson Dynasty did not explore the Flickering World so that they 

can live harmoniously with the natives. They were not planning to let the natives develop and only 

planned to give them some space to survive. 

For most of the natives, it was not a bad thing. The three Universal Civilizations would educate them, 

and they would receive advanced technological knowledge. However, to the Kunde Race, which had a 

certain scale, it was a calamity. 

The three Universal Civilizations were not interested in having more civilizations eyeing their positions 

and would definitely restrict their growth. 

The Crimson Dynasty did not hate the actions of the Kunde Race. After all, that gave them the best 

excuse to subdue the other party with military might. 

“However,” Tarrokov added, “I think that you understand that the spaceship wreckage that you 

obtained was provided by one of our competitors. They were only making use of you to deal with us. 

“They armed you with technology to strengthen your military but fed you false information about the 

dynasty. They did not tell you the strength of the Crimson Dynasty, which made you think that you had 

the strength to retaliate. 

“The spaceship wreckage was like a poisonous fruit. The technological skill was the sweetness of the 

fruit that hid a deadly poison. 

“As such, all of you thought that the psionic energy, hyperdrive, stargate technology that you received 

would fill up the gap between both parties. You thought that you had received the weapons that we 

had. However, the truth is that our weapons are generations ahead of the ones that you received. 

“You have already seen the outcome. We had the chance to live together. Although you would have lost 

the opportunity to develop, you would have retained your independence. At times, losing something 

may not be a bad choice.” 



Upon hearing that, the Kunde Race leader shook his head and said, “Doing nothing as we watch our road 

to development get blocked isn’t the style of the Kunde Race. We would rather take a gamble.” 

“Well said. A civilization without ambition has no future. I can understand your actions.” Tarrokov 

nodded with agreement before saying, “However, your only mistake was that you chose the wrong 

opponent.” 

The Kunde Race leader then lowered his head. 

He did not regret his choice, but he was still filled with hatred. 

However, he did not hate the Crimson Dynasty the most but the masterminds who had made use of 

them! 

They were the true people who had caused their destruction! 

“Alright, we shall stop here today. Thank you for your cooperation.” 

Tarrokov then stood up and was prepared to leave the interrogation room. 

“Wait a moment!” the Kunde Race leader suddenly said. “You guys won’t wipe us out but plan to rear 

us, right?” 

“There is such a possibility. However, we will not follow your actions and limit your intelligence. We will 

only educate your race with our culture.” 

The Kunde Race nodded with understanding and took a deep breath. “So… I will have to die for sure, 

right?” 

Tarrokov paused for a moment and chose not to hide the truth. “You will become the target for your 

race to vent their anger and go down as a lesson in history. You will be the best tool.” 

Han Xiao shook his head upon hearing that. 

These people liked to speak in riddles. Thankfully, he understood what they said. 

If the dynasty wanted to educate the Kunde Race, they needed to choose a puppet leader. However, 

this puppet leader definitely would not be the current leader. 

This Kunde Race leader would be treated as a puppet to put on a show. 

The end of this show would definitely end in his execution. 

“I understand. There needs to be someone to shoulder the blame, and I don’t mind leaving behind a 

name of shame.” The Kunde Race leader was already prepared to die. “I can work together with all of 

you to put on a show, but I have two requests… Don’t look at me like that. I know that I do not have the 

right to bargain, but I can only say these words to you. You can just treat it as a wish of mine.” 

“… then please speak.” 

“First, we have already surrendered, and it won’t matter if you kill me. I hope that you will take care of 

my race and not kill anyone else. Second…” The body of the Kunde Race leader suddenly began 



trembling, and he said with a malevolent voice, “I want the people who made use of us to pay the 

price!” 

Tarrokov then walked out as though he did not hear anything. 

Upon seeing that, the Kunde Race leader lowered his head silently. 

He knew that the other party would not accept his request, but this might be the last time he could say 

such words. 

Right at this moment, a black figure suddenly appeared in front of him. 

The Kunde Race leader looked up, and it was the black figure who had not said a word since he entered. 

The words he heard then shocked him. 

“I agree to your request.” 

The Kunde Race leader was shocked. 

Tarrokov paused and looked back with a puzzled look. 

Han Xiao continued with a calm expression. 

“I will write a petition to the dynasty for the members of your race to be placed in my territory. As for 

making the masterminds pay, it isn’t a difficult matter.” 

He would not do this if there were no benefits for him. When the Kunde Race leader said his final wish, a 

new mission had popped up on his interface. 

Upon seeing the Mission Requirements and reward, he decided that he had to accept this mission! 

“Who are you‽” 
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Upon hearing that, the Kunde Race leader finally could not help but ask about Han Xiao’s identity. 

“You can call me Black Star. As for who I am… you just need to know one thing.” 

Han Xiao smiled. 

“I am someone who can get rid of your entire race single-handedly.” 

Chapter 982 Proof of Leadership 

“You…” The Kunde Race leader was stunned as he looked at Han Xiao. 

You would be able to get rid of my entire race alone? This was the first time he had heard such a 

tyrannical introduction. 

Just what kind of a background did this stranger have‽ 



His reaction was disbelief, but he quickly remembered that the other party came from an advanced 

civilization that had Supers. Everything was possible, and he had to throw away his old-fashioned 

thoughts. 

He did not understand Han Xiao’s identity in the dynasty, but since the other party dared to say 

something like this, he was definitely a bigshot! 

Thinking about it this way, this self-introduction of his was truly fantastic. Han Xiao immediately got the 

other party to understand his identity. 
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Why would a bigshot that he had never met agree to his final request? 

Why‽ 

Was it pity? 

Or was the other party only pretending to agree to ensure that he played along? 
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He was filled with doubts. 

When he first raised the request, he did not have much hope and never expected the other party to 

truly agree. 

All of a sudden, the Kunde Race leader was filled with disbelief and did not know what to say. 

“Are you worried that I am joking?” Han Xiao looked at the Kunde Race leader. “There isn’t a point for 

me to lie to you. Since I promised you, I will definitely complete my promise.” 

The Kunde Race leader then could not help but ask, “Why do you want to help me?” 

“Good question.” Han Xiao chuckled. “I am a person full of care and concern. I enjoy helping others and 

am a benevolent individual. Just treat it as me pitying the Kunde Race. This matter isn’t a big deal to 

me.” 

By the side, Tarrokov’s face twitched slightly. 

Brother, can you be less shameless? 

You have at least half the responsibility for the defeat of the Kunde Race! You are making it sound as 

though we are the evil ones! 
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His skin is probably thick enough to tank a psionic cannon… Oh, it seems as though it really is possible. 

Tarrokov cursed in his heart while the Kunde Race leader was extremely moved. 

It was as though he had come to the end of the road and descended into pitch black darkness. However, 

a sudden ray of light came into the world, and a helping hand was extended to him. 



“Thank you…” The Kunde Race leader clenched his fists and said with agitation, “It is a blessing to have 

met someone like you at the end of my life. It is a pity that I don’t have anything to pay you back with.” 

“Ah, it’s nothing. I don’t need any payment.” Han Xiao chuckled and could not even believe his own 

words. 

Upon hearing that, the Kunde Race leader was even more moved. 

This individual called Black Star was truly the best person in the universe! 

Pa! 

Tarrokov face palmed and was completely speechless. 

The scene before him was truly too ridiculous. 

The other party is responsible for your race’s defeat, but you are still full of gratitude toward him‽ 

I am truly resigned. After committing murder, you are actually able to let the victims be grateful toward 

you. 

At this moment, Tarrokov came to a conclusion. 

Black Star is indeed perverse. 

I’d better stay far away from him. I am going to retire soon. I don’t want to be led astray by him. 

Han Xiao chuckled and left the room together with Tarrokov. 

Walking out of the room, Tarrokov turned around and asked with doubt, “Black Star, why did you agree 

to him?” 

He truly never expected this to happen. He originally thought that Black Star was only there to kill time 

but never expected the other party to do something like this. He also could not understand Black Star’s 

motives. 

Han Xiao then waved his arms and said, “I am in a good mood and wish to be a good person.” 

“So, you weren’t teasing him just now?” 

“Of course not. I am being very serious. Wait a moment, are you misunderstanding something?” 

Ignoring Han Xiao’s words, Tarrokov began to frown. 

“But didn’t you just say that you won’t interfere in the way the dynasty deals with the Kunde Race? Are 

you trying to say that you are prepared to change your attitude and support keeping these captives?” 

“Ha, there are no constants in the universe. Can’t I change my mind?” Han Xiao raised his brows. 

“Alright.” Tarrokov nodded. “I will convey your wishes to the Ruler. As for whether your face is useful, 

that isn’t something that I can consider.” 

“This is enough.” Han Xiao smiled. 



At this moment, Tarrokov looked around and suddenly said in a hushed tone, “Tell me the truth. What is 

your intention?” 

“Hmm? Didn’t I say that it was because I am in a good mood?” 

“Ah.” Tarrokov had a ‘don’t try to bluff me’ look on his face. 

Upon seeing that, Han Xiao shook his head with resignation and said, “Alright then, I shall be honest. The 

population of the Kunde Race is at the level of a Star Cluster. Although it will take a long time to educate 

them, their population will be a treasure chest after the education. If I can arrange for them to stay in 

my territory, they will be my manpower for the future. The dynasty doesn’t need the population of the 

Kunde Race, but it is an opportunity for my development.” 

Upon hearing that, Tarrokov revealed a smile that said, ‘I knew it!’ 

That’s right, this is the Black Star that I know. How could he possibly have such a good heart? 

You truly live up to your reputation. 

After thinking for a while, Tarrokov felt that Han Xiao’s plan was not bad. If the dynasty wanted to keep 

the Kunde Race, they would have to think about where they should arrange for the race to stay. The size 

of the population would be an important resource, and many allies would eye on this piece of meat. The 

way he saw it, Black Star was only asking beforehand. 

As for agreeing to his so-called wish, he understood Han Xiao too well and felt that it was probably no 

more than an excuse. 

Han Xiao took a peek at his interface while Tarrokov was in thought. 

_____________________ 

You have triggered the mission [Kunde Race Leader’s Last Wish]. 

Mission Introduction: The Kunde Race lost in the war, and their entire race is now the captives of the 

dynasty with their future unknown. The Kunde Race leader is prepared to die and has told you his final 

wish. 

Mission Requirements: 1. Settle the Kunde Race down and provide them with protection during the 

education period. 2. Take revenge against the mastermind that made use of the Kunde Race to deal with 

the Crimson Dynasty. 

Failure Condition: Population of the Kunde Race less than 80% of the population at the start. 

Complete the first requirement. Reward: 6,000,000,000 Experience, +10,000 Kunde Race Favorability 

(Current Favorability: -1500, Relationship: [Hatred]), 2 Random Rewards, +4 Political Assets (Kunde 

Race) 

Kunde Race will enter into the [Awakening Era], +10% chance of becoming a Super. 
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Complete the second requirement. Reward: 12,000,000,000 Experience, +15,000 Kunde Race 

Favorability, 1 Designated Character Summon Card, talent [The Enemy], talent [Proof of Leadership], 

and special skill [Kunde Rage]. 

[The Enemy]: The greater the loss of your health, the higher your damage. Maximum bonus 25%. Effects 

will be refreshed after leaving combat state. You can use summoned creatures and machinery during 

the effect. 

[Proof of Leadership]: You will receive an all-round bonus when you are the leader of a race. The bonus 

will be dependent on the size and level of the faction. No upper limit. 

[Kunde Rage]: After activating the skill, -5% health/s for a maximum of 40s. x2.0 Psychological 

Resistance, +5% damage, -5% INT, -20% CHA, -10% LUK. You will also be immune to all mental status 

effects apart from [Rage]. Cooldown: 5 min. Let rage fill your head! 

_____________________ 

The instant Han Xiao saw the mission, he knew that he had to do this mission. The rewards were truly 

out of his expectations and a huge surprise! 

It was far too plentiful! 

Han Xiao remained expressionless but was truly overjoyed in his heart. 

Although the Kunde Race leader was not a Super, he was the leader of a Star Cluster Civilization and 

thus could give extremely good rewards. 

The experience and Random Reward for the first mission requirement were pretty normal. Han Xiao 

only placed a huge emphasis on the Political Asset reward. Apart from obtaining experience more 

efficiently, it would also give him a bigger say in the Kunde Race. 

The dynasty wanted to make the Kunde Race into a vassal. But even if they were weakened, they still 

had the foundation of a Star Cluster Civilization. 

The excuse Han Xiao gave Tarrokov was not false. If the Kunde Race remained in his territory, the 

benefits from their large population size was not something to underestimate. 

After completing the mission, the Kunde Race would enter a new generation. There would be an 

increase in the chance of them becoming a Super. While ten percent did not seem like much, ten 

percent of a few billion was no small amount. Furthermore, it also gave him a large amount of 

Favorability with the Kunde Race, and his relationship with them would be increased to [Reverence] 

directly. This meant that the Kunde Race would be his strength to a certain extent. 

However, most of the Grade S mission introductions were pretty simple. The first mission only said that 

he had to provide protection but did not mention when it would be completed. Han Xiao estimated that 

his mission would only end when the dynasty unsealed the Kunde Race. Thus, the mission would 

probably take a long time to complete. 

The second mission, however, would be different. 



According to the request of the Kunde Race leader, his target was to take revenge on the masterminds 

behind the scene. 

The rewards for the second mission requirement were what made Han Xiao take the mission. 

Not to mention a designated Character Summon Card, he would still be able to obtain three abilities. 

[The Enemy] was a practical talent and suitable for him. 

To a normal individual, by the time he accumulated enough damage to reach the upper limit of the 

talent, he would probably be left with a sliver of health. 

However, Han Xiao would be able to easily recover his health, and this twenty-five percent additional 

damage was like a cookie that dropped down from the sky! 

Furthermore, it would also be effective with summoned creatures and machinery. This meant that the 

damage of his entire mechanical army would be increased! 

[Proof of Leadership] was the most powerful of the three abilities and had great fame among the players 

in his previous life. 

Players could also obtain this ability! 

Only the leader of a faction would be able to activate the effects of this talent, and it was similar to a 

Molding Talent. Players could also form their own armed organizations and hire NPCs. 

In the future versions, the players would definitely have a fixed channel to obtain the [Proof of 

Leadership] talent. In order to activate the talent, a large number of players would form their own 

factions, and it would be the start of a new era. 

The bonus of the talent was determined by the size of the faction. To the players without any fame or 

money, this talent was completely useless. However, the workshops and guilds were able to fully utilize 

the benefits of this talent. 

In his previous life, as a lone wolf, Han Xiao had never activated the [Proof of Leadership] talent. 

However, he was extremely clear about just how powerful the [Proof of Leadership] can be! 

“If I am able to obtain this talent now, the effects will be unimaginable!” 

Han Xiao was truly excited. He was extremely passionate about the abilities that could increase his 

strength. 

The final skill, [Kunde Rage], also made his eyes light up. 

Double Psychological Resistance was extremely powerful! 

Han Xiao’s Psychological Resistance had always been his weakness, and he was interested in any skill 

that could increase his Psychological Resistance. 

Furthermore, it would also allow him to be immune to all negative mental statuses during a short period 

of time. It was almost akin to a skill that would give him immunity to all mental control abilities. 



The skill required him to exhaust his health, and it required five percent of his health every second. His 

health would run out in twenty seconds, and this skill can only be maintained for forty seconds 

maximum. Most people would only be able to activate this skill for a few seconds. 

However, Han Xiao’s recovery was overpowered, and he would be able to recover ten percent of his 

health every second. Activating it for a full forty seconds would not be a problem. 

The only thing that Han Xiao did not understand was the name of the skill. 

Since you’re angry, shouldn’t your attack be increased? Why would your resistance be increased 

instead? 

In any case, these three abilities are very useful. As long as I can complete the mission, my strength will 

be greatly increased. Especially [Proof of Leadership]. It is best for me to obtain it as quickly as possible. 

The second mission requirement was for him to take revenge on the mastermind. However, the mission 

did not explain what was considered revenge. He would have to figure that out on his own. In that 

regard, it was similar to Godora’s [Bloodline] mission. 

However, the mission rewards were truly tempting, and Han Xiao would try his best to complete it. 

Han Xiao was extremely satisfied with the unexpected reward. 

… 

After deactivating his long-distance projection, Tarrokov immediately gave a report to Urranrell. He sent 

over a record of the interrogation and Han Xiao’s previous actions. 

“You are saying that Black Star decided to change his mind after observing the captive? He feels that we 

should educate them instead?” 

“Yes.” 

“Hmm…” Urranrell fell into deep thought. “What’s the reason?” 

“He said that it is for their population…” Tarrokov then briefly explained what Han Xiao had said. 

Urranrell then nodded and said, “Since it is the opinion of our ally, we will have to consider it carefully.” 

Black Star’s value was much higher than the defeated Kunde Race. After all, a National Pillar was not 

common, but there were plenty of vassal civilizations. 

On top of that, Black Star contributed greatly in this war, and his opinion was highly regarded by the 

dynasty. 

In truth, dealing with the Kunde Race was an ordinary matter to the dynasty, and it was not of great 

importance. Placing them in the territory of the Black Star Army was not an issue. It would not only 

increase the population of their ally’s territory, and their ally would also be able to help look after the 

Kunde Race. 

However, Black Star was not their only ally, and they had to balance the various opinions before 

deciding whether to give this piece of meat to Black Star. 



As for dealing with the mastermind, the Kunde Race leader was not the only one who wanted to do so. 

The dynasty also had such intentions. 

Although their opponent was the Kunde Race, the Star Cluster Civilization that had thrown out the bag 

of technology was the true culprit, and the dynasty did not plan to let the culprit go. 

Furthermore, the exploration of the Flickering World had not been completed yet, and if they incited a 

few more native civilizations to create trouble, it would impede the dynasty’s progress greatly. 
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As such, it would be impossible for the dynasty to allow the people creating trouble to get off scot free. 

Han Xiao’s intention was in line with the dynasty’s plans. 

“If that’s the case, we should investigate which organization threw the spaceship into the Kunde Race.” 

A cold glint could be seen in Urranrell’s eyes. 

Chapter 983 Mastermind 

The Kunde Race war happened in the Flickering World, and the dynasty kept the process of the war 

confidential. As such, this matter did not create a huge storm in the explored universe, with few paying 

attention to it. 

Only a few special organizations had paid close attention to the war. 

In the Primeval Star River, Planet Three Kings was an iconic planet and the capital planet of the Modo 

Civilization. 

Modo Civilization was also known as the Modo Three Kings Alliance, and they were in charge of one of 

the four Super Star Cluster Civilizations in the Primeval Star River. 

The Three Kings Alliance referred to the political situation in the Modo Civilization. 

During the exploration era, the ruler of the Modo Civilization was a member of the Modo Race. The 

Modo Race attempted to swallow two other powerful civilizations during the exploration era, but they 

did not have sufficient strength to swallow up the enemy. 
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As the war dragged on, there were many parties eyeing the three civilizations. As such, the three 

civilizations could only choose to ceasefire and negotiate. The most powerful Modo Race did not need 

to return all the territory that they conquered. The borders of the three civilizations became joint. As 

trade returned to normal, the three races began mixing with each other and showed signs of merging. 

After that, the war in the exploration era became even more terrifying. The Modo Race and their two 

old opponents felt threatened by their opponents. Since the three of their territories were near each 

other, they covered each other’s back, and after a long period of working together, they decided to form 

an alliance to survive. 



As the flames of war expanded and time went on, the three parties gradually expanded and their 

territory, technology, economy, and military gradually reached the level of a Star Cluster. During the 

long period of the war, the signs of the three races merging together grew even more obvious with 

political marriages being held among the upper echelons. 

If things went on normally, the three civilizations might have ended up like the three Universal 

Civilizations and schemed against each other. However, they were not the winners of the exploration 

era and could only listen to the rules of the three Universal Civilizations. 
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After the war, it was time to split up the benefits of the war. The various advanced civilizations finally 

established proper laws, and every advanced civilization became extremely active in foreign diplomacy 

to solidify their position. 

At that time, there were three Super Star Cluster Civilizations that were the most powerful. The Modo 

Civilization and the other two parties were only Star Cluster civilizations and did not have the rights to 

manage the Star Field. 

Since the three parties already had plenty of marriages with each other and were almost like a big 

family, they decided to just merge together so that they could become a Super Star Cluster Civilization 

and obtain greater rights. 

It was extremely rare to see the merger of civilizations, but there were a few examples in the 

exploration era. 

There needed to be a foundation behind the merger, and the three civilizations had sufficient 

foundations. The three parties had been in an alliance for a long time, and their races got along pretty 

well. Furthermore, their economy and culture had already been merged into one, and many outsiders 

already treated the three as one civilization. 

As such, the Modo Civilization managed to gain the approval of the three Universal Civilizations and 

became the fourth Super Star Cluster Civilization in the Primeval Star River. 

After many years of development, the Modo Civilization had already solidified their place as a Super Star 

Cluster Civilization and was a top notch civilization in the explored universe. 

At this moment, the three kings of the Modo Civilization were gathered on the capital planet and 

listening to a report. 

“The report shows that the dynasty has already recalled their forces. This means that those natives have 

been taken care of. The dynasty’s losses are almost negligible.” 
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A figure could be seen in the conference room. It was a mixed blood upper echelon dressed in military 

attire. 

He was skinny and had an eerie aura around him. 



His name was called Madison, and he was an upper echelon of the Modo Civilization. He was in charge 

of intelligence and stealth missions. 

The Modo Civilization had also sent stowaways to the Flickering World like the other Super Star Cluster 

Civilizations, and Madison was the one in charge of the operation. 

He was the one who had come up with the idea to make use of the Kunde Race to injure the Crimson 

Dynasty. 

“These natives are far too useless. They weren’t even able to injure the dynasty’s fleet.” One of the 

leaders shook his head. 

“Natives will be natives, after all; we cannot have too high expectations of them,” Madison said 

expressionlessly. 

The life and death of the Kunde Race was not even within his consideration. They were no more than a 

tool to him. 

“What are your plans?” 

“I have already gotten the stowaway fleet in the Flickering World to continue their exploration and find 

the next native civilization that we can make use of,” Madison said calmly. “With this native civilization 

as an example, the other Super Star Cluster Civilizations will also mimic our actions. Not only will it 

create trouble for the dynasty, we can also borrow the dynasty’s strength to get rid of our future 

competitors.” 

“You’d better not let the dynasty find out that we are the ones behind this,” another leader said with a 

deep voice. 

Come and read on our website wuxia worldsite. Thanks 

“Don’t worry, Your Excellencies.” Madison’s lips curled up with a sneer. “I have already made the 

relevant arrangements. It is impossible for the dynasty to find out who the culprit is.” 

… 

A couple of days later, the dynasty’s fleet finally escorted the Kunde Race back to Planet Lighthouse. The 

dynasty had also decided on how they should deal with the Kunde Race and informed Han Xiao. 

“The dynasty decided to settle the Kunde Race down in your territory and educate them. During this 

period, you must cut off their connection from the Galactic Society, and they will be in your charge.” 

Tarrokov brought this piece of good news to Han Xiao. 

“Alright then, just leave the matter to me. Please thank Her Excellency for me.” 

Urranrell’s words must have played a huge part in the dynasty’s decision. 

This way, the first mission requirement would probably be fulfilled. 

“Hmm, there will be people meeting up with your Black Star Army later.” Tarrokov nodded before 

changing the topic. “There is something else. The dynasty is currently investigating the mastermind 



behind this matter. However, there are few clues, and the spaceship wreckage is of a very common 

model. We aren’t able to find its serial number, and we have to first trace the spaceship to the 

stowaways first. We may need your help for this.” 

“I would be happy to help.” Han Xiao’s eyes sparkled. Since this matter was related to the mission, he 

would naturally be willing to help. 

Finding the identity of the mastermind was the first step to completing the mission. However, the 

stowaways would have definitely escaped into the unexplored region. It was no different from finding a 

needle in a haystack, and it was a challenging task. 

He would probably have to seek Aesop’s help for this. 

The mission introduction was extremely vague, but he was certain that relying on the dynasty’s 

punishment would not complete the mission requirement. He would still have to rely on himself in the 

end. 

This means that I will have to clash with a complete Super Star Cluster Civilization… 

Han Xiao’s eyes sparkled. 

There would definitely be dangers, but he still had some advantages. After all, the three Universal 

Civilizations enjoyed bullying these Super Star Cluster Civilizations the most. 

Thus, it shouldn’t matter even if I go overboard. 

“Right, the direct broadcast of the Kunde Race upper echelons will be starting soon. You will be 

mentioned. Do you want to watch it together?” Tarrokov said. 

Han Xiao nodded. “Okay.” 

… 

At the same time, on the Kunde Race flagship, a dynasty intelligence officer threw a document to the 

Kunde Race leader. 

The Kunde Race leader, who had his eyes shut, picked up the document and read it slowly. 

After reading it carefully, he slowly said, “This is the outcome that you have prepared for me? I will work 

together with you.” 

“I know, but we still need some insurance,” the dynasty intelligence officer said expressionlessly and 

held onto the Kunde Race leader’s head to plant a Psychic bomb. 

This would not influence the Kunde Race leader’s independent thought, but they would be able to 

control his thoughts remotely. 
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“I have already made a deal with His Excellency Black Star and will not make a silly move. This is a 

pointless action.” The Kunde Race leader shook his head. 



The intelligence officer did not reply and said with a deep voice, “Follow me. It is time for the live 

broadcast.” 

Letting out a long breath, the Kunde Race leader stood up and tidied up his clothes. 

After a full minute and ensuring that there were no creases or dust left behind on his clothes, he 

departed and welcomed his death. 

Chapter 984 Punishment 

A large number of Kunde Race civilians were held in the Kunde Race flagship. A simple carpet was laid 

out on the ground, and the civilians were all cramped up together like refugees. 

Swoosh! 

The door opened up, and a butler-type robot walked in with a push cart with boxes of food stacked on 

it. 

“It’s time to eat!” the dynasty soldiers who were currently on duty cried out. 

Ever since they became captives, these Kunde Race civilians had lived in fear toward their unknown 

future. However, they were not abused in any way. The dynasty gave them their meals every day, and 

the civilians had calmed down greatly because of this. None of them made any irrational moves. 

The butler-type robot then weaved through the crowd to pass out food. These captives all sat up 

straight and began devouring their food as they chatted with each other. The atmosphere was still 

pretty calm. 
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In the crowd, an adult and a child were eating their meal. The female adult then poured half of her food 

for her child. 

“Mummy, aren’t you eating?” Upon seeing that, this child raised his head. 

“You eat first. I will eat after you are done.” 

The adult female looked at her son lovingly. 
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“No, let’s eat together.” The child shook his head and mumbled, “If only daddy was here. Mummy, 

where did daddy go?” 

Upon hearing that, the mother fell silent. She then looked at her son and forced out a smile. “Your 

father may be on another spaceship and is unable to visit us. He will come and visit us after everything is 

over.” 

“Hurray! I really miss him,” the child said with excitement. “When will everything be over?” 

“It should be soon…” 

She obviously was not confident, but she still had to force herself to look calm. 



Upon seeing her child engrossed in his meal, she turned around and wiped her tears away. 

She knew full well that her husband would probably have met with misfortune… because her husband 

was a military officer. 

She had been sent away at the start of the war but brought back again as a captive because of the 

dynasty. Although the dynasty had sealed off all information, she could imagine the losses in the 

battlefield since the Kunde Race had lost. 

Since she could not communicate with the outside world, she did not know if her husband was dead or 

alive, and she was still holding onto the last bit of hope in her heart. In front of her child, she had to 

suppress her fear and unease, and she was enduring a huge pressure in her heart. 
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After her child went to sleep at night, her face would be washed in tears as she wept silently. 

She did not know how the Crimson Dynasty would treat them and could only lie to her own child. 

Beep beep beep… 

Right at this moment, a holographic screen popped out and attracted everyone’s attention. 

A familiar figure then appeared on the screen. 

“It’s the leader!” 

A commotion broke out immediately with some of them standing up. 

The same scene happened on all the Kunde Race prison spaceships. Most of them were completely 

clueless about what was happening on the outside after the dynasty sealed off all news. This was the 

first piece of news that they had received ever since they became captives and also the first time that 

they had seen their leader on the television since. 

This mother placed down her food and pulled her child to watch the screen. 

On the screen, the Kunde Race leader faced the camera and slowly said, “Members of my fellow race, I 

have a piece of news to announce. We have lost the war completely, and around seventy percent of our 

military strength has been wiped out. The fleets that are lost or destroyed are as follows…” 

He then began reading out the long list of units that had been lost or destroyed. The family members of 

the soldiers all had their attention focused on the screen, afraid that they might miss a number. 

As the list was read out, there would be some who collapsed on the ground with their hearts shattered 

and heart-wrenching crying from time to time. 

This little child did not really understand what was going on. However, he suddenly felt his mother’s 

body swaying, having almost collapsed. He hurriedly turned around to hold her hands. 

“Mummy, what’s wrong?” 

This mother’s body was trembling slightly. If she was a human, her face would definitely have been pale 

at the moment. She stabilized her body and tried to speak calmly. “I’m alright.” 



She had heard the name of the fleet that her husband was serving, and her final trace of hope had been 

shattered. Her vision blacked out, and she almost fainted. 

But upon thinking about her son beside her, she suppressed her emotions and could not even cry. 

Sobbing sounds could be heard everywhere, and grief filled the entire room. 

After finally reading out the entire list, the Kunde Race leader said with a deep voice, “I have to take 

responsibility for the loss of the war. This wrong decision made by the upper echelons resulted in the 

loss today. 

“In truth, this war could have been avoided. The enemy wasn’t the one who started the war; I was. 

“The dynasty came from afar to explore the unknown. They are actually a peace-loving civilization, but 

my arrogance and enmity blinded my heart. A third party made use of me to view the Crimson Dynasty 

with enmity. We then attempted to take the initiative to attack the Crimson Dynasty, which incurred the 

rage of the dynasty. 

“We originally had the chance to live together peacefully without any war or bloodshed. We would only 

have had to change our culture. It is a pity that my mistake resulted in us losing this option. 

“My arrogance destroyed the bridge for both parties to communicate. I take responsibility for 

everything that has happened, and my mistake has pushed the entire civilization into the pits of 

despair.” 

He then took out a document, which was the confidential report of the first psionic explosion trap and 

the dynasty’s casualty tabulation to prove that he was not lying. 

Following which, the Kunde Race leader stood up and bowed to the screen. 

“I was the one who destroyed many families in this war, and I apologize for that.” 

Everyone now understood the reason for this speech. It was for him to own up to his mistakes and 

explain the reasons for the war. 

Looking at this scene, many people flew into a rage. 

I’m sorry? 

You caused such great harm to the entire race. Is apologizing even useful‽ 

If not for you starting the war, all those soldiers wouldn’t have died, and we would still be leading a 

normal life. How would we have been reduced to captives‽ 

It is all because of you that our civilization has met with such a crisis! All of these could have been 

avoided! 

A single sorry is enough‽ 

The Kunde Race leader then returned to his seat and continued speaking expressionlessly. 

“I know that everyone is very concerned about how the Crimson Dynasty will deal with us. Rest assured, 

the Crimson Dynasty is a civilization far more advanced than us, and they will not massacre commoners 



or take away our intelligence. They have decided to let go of us and settle us down in another Star 

System. They will return our freedom to us and help us construct our new homeland…” 

Upon hearing that, everyone began to calm down slightly. This was the problem that they were all 

worried about. 

It was already extremely lucky for them to emerge alive, and the other party was still willing to let them 

go and return their freedom. 

It seems like the Crimson Dynasty is a peace-loving civilization indeed… Many people had such a 

thought. 

Their race had provoked the war and was in the wrong, but the dynasty still treated the captives with 

mercy and behaved benevolently. After making such a comparison, everyone’s enmity toward the 

dynasty weakened. 

Of course, there was no such thing as rationality for such a matter. As the party who started the war, 

there were still many people in the Kunde Race who harbored hatred toward the dynasty, especially the 

family members of the soldiers. 

However, after this explanation, their anger was mainly directed toward the Kunde Race leader. 

At this moment, the Kunde Race leader took out another document with Han Xiao’s resume written on 

it. This was provided by the dynasty. 

“Our new homeland will be in the territory of a bigshot in the Crimson Dynasty. His name is Black Star, 

and he will provide protection for us. He is a respected figure, and it was because of his request that the 

dynasty decided to return us our freedom.” 

Looking at Han Xiao’s picture on the document, everyone remembered this individual who had spoken 

up for them. 

In the office on Planet Lighthouse, Han Xiao’s projection was currently watching the Kunde Race leader’s 

speech together with Tarrokov. Upon seeing that scene, Han Xiao looked at Tarrokov and laughed. 

“You guys are truly the best. You didn’t only give me the resources of the Kunde Race population but 

also helped me build up my image for free.” 

Tarrokov took a sip of his tea and smiled. “You’re welcome.” 

The speech continued, and the Kunde Race leader introduced their new homeland to them but did not 

mention anything about the propaganda and lockdown of news that they would be subjected to. 

“The outcome today is a result of poor strategies, and the upper echelons will have to take responsibility 

for this matter. The upper echelons will all be punished, and I will keep this lesson in mind to lead our 

race with wisdom in the future to build up our new homeland.” 

Boom! 

As these words were said, the crowd immediately broke out in a huge uproar. 

“What right does he have to lead us after making such a huge mistake?” 



“He punished all the upper echelons but didn’t suffer the slightest punishment? Too hypocritical!” 

“Does he plan to hold on to the position of leader until he dies‽” 

Everyone flew into a rage. 

The entire race was harmed by you to such an extent. What right do you have to continue leading us‽ 

Did we agree‽ 
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All the other upper echelons are to be executed, but your only explanation to us is a simple ‘sorry’‽ 

What’s the meaning of this‽ 

Even if you aren’t executed, you should step down at least! 

Your desire for power is too strong! 

The entire race has been defeated, but you are still sitting in such a position. On what basis‽ 

Although you seem to be blaming yourself, you are actually making the other upper echelons the 

scapegoat! 

At this moment, the Kunde Race leader stood up and revealed a smile. “I will head to every spaceship to 

comfort and encourage all of you personally. I hope to bring all of you the courage to start off again. 

Defeat isn’t scary, and I… will be able to make the Kunde Race great again.” 

These words should have encouraged the Kunde Race greatly, but almost everyone was furiously glaring 

at the Kunde Race leader on the screen. 

The Kunde Race leader then stood up and walked out with a floating camera floating behind him. 

At this moment, the door opened, and a member of the Kunde Race walked in. The civilians all looked 

over and began whispering among themselves. 

“Who is this person? Why is he able to move around freely?” 

“I know who he is. He is one of the secretaries by the leader’s side. He’s appeared on television before.” 

This secretary then clapped his hands and got everyone to keep quiet before speaking. 

“Everyone, this will be the leader’s first stop, and I hope that everyone can pretend to be full of 

gratitude to increase the leader’s prestige.” 

Everyone was enraged. 

You still want us to put up a show at this moment‽ 

All of our family members have just died in the war, and we still have to work together with you and 

appear grateful‽ 

Many individuals clenched their fists with their bodies trembling. 



They did not even know how to describe their own feelings. Their anger toward the leader had reached 

its peak. 

Very quickly, footsteps could be heard from the outside, and the door opened again. 

The Kunde Race leader then walked in with his secretary and a group of followers with a consoling smile 

on his face. 

Upon seeing his smile, many people could not hold in their anger any longer. 

You’re still smiling‽ 

However, upon seeing the followers beside the Kunde Race leader, many of them no longer dared act up 

and could only glare at him furiously. 

The Kunde Race leader then said with a smile, “Everyone, how have all of you been during this period? I 

know that all of you must be at a loss. Don’t worry, you can tell me about any of your problems, and I…” 

Whoosh! 

Someone threw out a black sticky substance from within the crowd at the Kunde Race leader as he was 

talking. 

It was the bowl that they were eating from, and the food inside it spilled out on the Kunde Race leader’s 

clothes. 

“Scram!” A furious voice could be heard from within the crowd. 

With someone taking the lead, everyone immediately began throwing their bowls at the Kunde Race 

leader. 

Pa pa pa… 

The Kunde Race leader was showered with food, and he looked extremely pitiful. 

“Stop! Stop!” 

The followers of the leader immediately stepped forward to block the bowls and protect their leader. 

At this moment, the people from the back who wanted to throw something at the leader but were too 

far away began squeezing forward. This resulted in the entire crowd moving closer and closer to the 

retreating Kunde Race leader’s entourage. 

“Stop pushing! Everyone, back off!” one of the followers shouted and tried to resist the crowd that was 

approaching him ferociously. All of a sudden, he overexerted his strength and pushed down a female 

individual. 

A childish roar then sounded from within the crowd. 

“You hit my mommy! I will fight you!” 

This follower then felt a sharp pain on his leg and saw a little child biting down on his leg. 

“Scram!” He could not help but slap this child flying. 



Everyone in the crowd erupted upon seeing such a scene. 

“You guys actually hit a kid‽” 

“Beat them up!” 

Everyone could no longer control their anger. 

They had abandoned all rationality and began to attack with their fists, teeth, and shells. 

The entire situation went out of control. 

Bang! 

The Kunde Race leader was pushed onto the ground with people beating him up from all directions. 

Right at this moment, he suddenly felt a sharp pain on his neck as it was bitten by someone. Sharp teeth 

sank down into his throat, and his throat was bleeding incessantly. 

The Kunde Race leader’s body trembled, and he looked over. The one biting down on his throat was a 

female member of his race, the mother of the child who was beaten. 

The gaze in the other party’s eyes was imprinted into his head. 

This was a gaze filled with anger, hatred, and despair… 

Ka-cha! 

“Ah!” She then tore out the Kunde Race leader’s throat with her teeth and let out a loud roar. 

As blood spewed out from his throat, the Kunde Race leader’s body became weak, and his 

consciousness became muddled. 

He looked at the members of his race beating him up, and he was extremely calm. 

“My show is finally over…” 

Boom! 

His consciousness then faded away. 

… 

The soldiers on duty then took action to control the situation but intentionally slowed down their 

actions to let the mess continue for a while longer. 

Finally, this bloody incident was stopped by the soldiers, and only puddles of blood were left behind. 

The corpse of the Kunde Race leader was battered and deformed. 

The floating camera had recorded the entire scene, and the Kunde Race members on the other 

spaceships could also see what had happened. 

“They actually killed him? Good job!” 

“This sinner of our race shouldn’t be kept alive!” 



“Only such a method would be able to punish him!” 

Many individuals were extremely satisfied with the outcome. 

In a walkway not filmed by the camera, a dynasty intelligence officer had his back against the wall with 

an emotion agitating device. 

Upon hearing that the situation had calmed down, he turned off the device and walked away. 

… 
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“The show is over.” Tarrokov turned off the holographic screen. 

“You guys truly made full use of him,” Han Xiao said. “Not letting the dynasty punish him but having the 

Kunde Race execute their own leader. This will definitely be a lesson that the Kunde Race will never 

forget. This incident will be imprinted in the minds of the Kunde Race, and their mental state will be 

greatly weakened to facilitate your education process.” 

“This is much gentler than wiping them out,” Tarrokov said expressionlessly and looked into Han Xiao’s 

eyes. “Black Star, find the mastermind.” 

Han Xiao then nodded and said, “Of course, leave this matter to me.” 

Chapter 985 Migration and Clue 

Around ten days later, the dynasty’s fleet and the Black Star Army escorted all the Kunde Race civilians 

to the Odoran Star System in Garu. This was one of the territories of Black Star. 

Han Xiao chose to settle the Kunde Race down in this Star System. 

With abundant territories in his hands, he generously lent over a hundred planets to the Kunde Race. 

After splitting them up, every planet had about ten billion inhabitants. 

With the Galactic Society’s production capacity, housing ten billion people on a planet was an easy task, 

and their living conditions were not too bad. However, compared to the original living conditions of the 

Kunde Race, it would definitely be a lot more densely populated. 

Before they received the stargate technology, the Kunde Race’s mobility in the universe was extremely 

poor. As such, their transportation efficiency was low. Despite the Kunde Race having a few Star Systems 

and over a few thousand colonial planets, there were few migrants, and those who migrated to a new 

planet would usually stay there permanently. 

The Black Star Army fleet had rapidly constructed a simple city on the planet with the dynasty’s planet 

modification package before sending the members of the Kunde Race to their respective planets. 
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Countless Kunde Race migrants then obediently exited the spaceships and stepped onto their new 

homeland. 

Many of them looked around curiously as they explored their new homeland. 



At the same time, in the command hall of Black Star Palace, there were many uniformed personnel 

monitoring the situation of every single planet. 

Han Xiao stood in the center of the hall and overlooked the entire operation. 
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“Migrating an entire Star Cluster is truly a huge project.” Aurora lamented by the side. 

Herlous nodded. “After the death of the Kunde Race leader, they can only listen to the dynasty’s orders 

and are extremely obedient. Thus, the migration has been smooth.” 

He had also followed the fleet over. After not seeing Han Xiao for a long time, he truly missed his boss 

and would steal occasional glances at Han Xiao’s back. 

“There aren’t many accidents. Good job,” Han Xiao replied. 

“How are we going to make use of this sudden increase in population?” Sylvia’s long-distance projection 

asked. 

Han Xiao then stroked his chin and slowly said, “We won’t be able to make use of them immediately. 

The dynasty will have some plans to educate and reform them. During their reformation, they won’t be 

allowed to come into contact with the Galactic Society or develop their technology. The dynasty will 

only impart the relevant Super knowledge to allow them to slowly grow. 

“It isn’t time for us to make use of them yet. We need to rear them for now until the dynasty releases 

the seal. At that time, they will be an important source of soldiers. 

“As such, all of you must include something extra in the dynasty’s reformation process to brainwash 

them to join the army as well…” 

The size of the Kunde Race was even larger than the entire Black Star Army. If he wanted to harvest 

good crops, he would first have to fertilize the soil. Thus, he needed to emphasize the importance of the 

Black Star Army to the Kunde Race. 
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Although the mission reward contained a large amount of Faction Favorability points, it was still 

important to mold their thoughts. 

Han Xiao then paused for a while before continuing. 

“Also, spread the Machinery Faith in the Kunde Race and try to get more of them to believe in the 

Machinery Faith.” 

During the reformation period, the Kunde Race would not be able to go online, and it would be akin to 

being separated from the world. This was the best environment to convert them into the Machinery 

Faith and also erode the beliefs of the Kunde Race. 

Without any disturbance from the outside world, their only target of worship would be himself. As such, 

the Kunde Race would become a treasure chest for the [Key of Adeptus Mechanicus]. 



To other Mechanics, developing a new batch of believers would be the best option for them to trigger 

the [Key of Adeptus Mechanicus]. Although the efficiency was extremely low, it was better than nothing. 

Manison wanted the current believers to worship him as that was the biggest piece of meat. Apart from 

that, he was extremely glad to see others spread the faith. With the cake being bigger, he would only 

receive benefits. There would definitely be some believers flowing toward him, and he would not lose 

out. 

To Manison, when other Mechanics tried to spread the faith, it was akin to planting crops for him. All he 

had to do was harvest them when the time came. 

As such, Manison would not make an appearance as long as no one challenged his position. 

Everyone then chatted casually for a while before one of the operators said, “Army Commander, the 

migration is complete.” 

Han Xiao then looked at the screen. All the Kunde Race civilians were already on the planets. 

“Alright, display the virtual sky screen.” 

The spaceships hovering around the various planets then projected a screen, and all the Kunde Race 

civilians looked up. 

Han Xiao’s figure appeared on the screen, and he said with a smile, “My friends of the Kunde Race, I am 

Black Star, and I will be in charge of settling all of you down. Thus, you will frequently see my face on the 

television for a long time to come. 

“Today, all of you have moved into your new homeland, and all these planets are a part of my territory. 

All of you can seek assistance from the members of the Black Star Army located on every planet at any 

time, and there is no need to worry about your safety. 

“I can empathize with what’s happened to all of you, and the dynasty is currently tracking the 

mastermind behind this entire affair. We will definitely find them and punish them, seeking justice for all 

of you. 

“In any case, I hope that all of you can walk out from your pain and embrace your new life.” 

Han Xiao did not say much. He still did not have the influence for the Kunde Race to feel gratitude 

toward him. As such, he only made a simple speech. 

The screen in the sky then disappeared. 

Compared to the dynasty, most of them still had an impression of Black Star. However, they were not 

exactly friendly toward him. 

Seeking justice on our behalf? Who knows if he is serious about it? 

After everything that they had gone through, it was difficult for the Kunde Race to believe the promise 

of an outsider. 

After the end of his speech, Han Xiao nodded toward Herlous, and Herlous left the hall. 



After a while, a cluster of footsteps could be heard from the outside of the hall. Herlous then brought 

Nero and the other graduates in. They had returned with the fleet and were scheduled to meet Han 

Xiao. 

“All of you are here.” 

Han Xiao’s gaze swept over these students. 

After four months of training on the battlefield, most of their auras had changed greatly. 

After Nero fell into the ‘enemy’s trap’, he learned from his mistake and reflected on it. He now had a 

sturdy aura around him, and Mia was also obviously better trained. 

Han Xiao then could not help but notice the two of them holding hands. 

“Cough cough.” Upon noticing Han Xiao’s gaze, Mia let go embarrassedly. 

Both of them were originally close friends with a little bit of romance between them. After the previous 

event, the romance between them had increased greatly. Although they had not officially acknowledged 

the relationship, they were much closer than before and behaved like a real couple. 

Why do I feel like a matchmaker? 

Han Xiao’s mouth contorted slightly. He pushed those thoughts aside and addressed the graduates. 

“I am gratified to see your transformations. All of you are now qualified warriors of the army.” 

Upon hearing that, the students could not help but raise their heads proudly. 

After encouraging them, Han Xiao looked at Mia and said with a smile, “I promised to find you a 

Calamity Grade teacher, and Herlous will be your teacher from today on. He will do his best to teach 

you.” 

Herlous had already been informed of this beforehand. He was the most loyal toward the army and did 

not have any complaints. 

“Although I am usually very busy, I will try to find time to teach you. Don’t worry, I am different from 

Reynold, and I like to adopt a more carefree teaching style.” 

“Thank you, Your Excellency Black Star!” Mia immediately thanked Han Xiao before greeting Herlous. “I 

pay my respects to you, Teacher!” 

Upon seeing that, all the students could not help but be filled with envy. 

Who was Herlous? He was an upper echelon of the army and a top character who had followed Black 

Star from the very start! 

Becoming his student meant that Mia would definitely be a pillar of the army in the future. 
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However, all of them were not the most envious. The most envious individual was definitely Nero. 

I also want a normal teacher! Why do I have to have Reynold‽ 



Han Xiao then looked at Nero and said with his brows raised, “What’s with that expression of yours?” 

“…Nothing.” 

Nero felt bitterness in his heart but did not wish to say it. 

He then remembered something and said, “Godfather, I obtained a weapon from the enemy during the 

battle, and I feel that it is a little strange. Can you take a look at it?” 

“What’s so strange about it?” 

“This is a weapon that I obtained from a Kunde Race officer during the battle. I got my teammates to 

help me identify it…” Nero then rubbed his head. “It seems to be a high-grade enchanted weapon.” 

Han Xiao was stunned. 

Enchanted weapon? 

This item was extremely common in the galaxy, but the Kunde Race did not have any Supers and was a 

pure technological civilization. They did not know any magic at all. 

Just where did the weapon come from? 

“Let me see it.” Han Xiao was slightly interested. 

“It is in my room; I didn’t bring it with me. I will bring it over later.” 

Just when Han Xiao was about to reply, his communicator rang and interrupted him. 

He took out his communicator to take a look; the person calling was actually Aesop. 

Why is this darn old man taking the initiative to contact me? 

Han Xiao then walked to the side and picked up the call. 

“Aesop, why are you calling me?” 

“It’s what you want,” Aesop said with impatience. “I foresaw that you would contact me and thus took 

the initiative to contact you to ask if you want anything.” 

Han Xiao’s mouth contorted slightly. 

This ability of yours is truly useful… 

“That’s right. I do indeed need your help. I need you to help me find some people…” Han Xiao then 

briefly described the situation of the Kunde Race. 

Aesop was also very straightforward. “Send me the information later. The more information, the more 

accurate the prophecy.” 

“Alright.” Han Xiao nodded and paused for a while before asking, “How are Ames and Hila?” 

“Taking risks everywhere. How else can they be?” Aesop rolled his eyes. “It isn’t as though you can’t 

contact her. Why are you asking me? Alright, I will hang up if there is nothing else and inform you about 

my prophecy.” 



As he said that, Aesop hung up immediately. 

Han Xiao then put his communicator away helplessly. 

He was not planning on relying solely on Aesop. He then left the hall and walked to one of the hangars in 

the dock. 

A severely damaged spaceship was placed in the hangar. This was the spaceship that the stowaways had 

intentionally placed within the Kunde Race. The dynasty had confiscated it a while ago. 

Han Xiao had requested that Tarrokov send this item to him. 

The dynasty had already made use of every method up their sleeves but could not find any clues from it. 

Thus, they did not mind letting Han Xiao try as long as they could find a clue. 

Aesop’s prophecy could only see the future, but Han Xiao’s special [Bold Explorer] skill would allow him 

to see the past of an item. 

He felt that he would be able to find something. 

He then placed his palms on the charred exterior of the spaceship. 

Let me see what I can find. 

Han Xiao let out a deep breath and activated [Bold Explorer]. 

Hu! 

His vision suddenly spun around, and the scene before him seemed to have been shattered like glass. 

All of a sudden, these glass fragments joined back together, and his entire world changed. 

The scene of a workshop could be seen with the skeleton of the spaceship floating in midair and 

mechanical arms assembling the various parts. 

Han Xiao observed the surroundings and memorized everything that he saw. 

The next moment, his vision shattered again, and he could see a spaceship crashing down on a planet 

like a meteor. 

The images then stopped at this moment. 

He regained his original sight, and he was still in the hangar. 

_____________________ 

[Bold Explorer] has ended. 

-60% LUK 

Duration: 14 days 

_____________________ 



Han Xiao was used to ignoring the side effects of the skill. There was no difference to him even if his luck 

was lowered. 

He then recalled the scene that he had seen. 

“The scene of the workshop and spaceship crashing down seem to be a pretty good clue…” 

He then realized that every worker in the workshop had the same insignia on their clothes. 

Entering the dynasty’s database to take a look, he managed to find his target. This was a spaceship 

factory located in the Primeval Star River. 

“The supplier of the spaceship has been located…” Han Xiao’s eyes glowed. 
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The factory would usually keep a record of all spaceships produced, and although they did not know the 

serial number of this spaceship, it was still a clue. 

“It seems like I need to send my mechanical army to the Primeval Star River.” 

At this moment, Han Xiao remembered something. 

“Right, the Primeval Star River is Manison’s territory.” 

Chapter 986 Deity Assassinator, Gold Grade Par 

After memorizing the name of the spaceship factory, Han Xiao left the hangar and returned to his room. 

He then activated his mechanical army located in the headquarters at the Shattered Star Ring to make 

their way toward the Primeval Star River. 

As soon as he gained [Quantum Infinite Distance Transmission Channel] and [Lord’s Descent], he had 

garrisoned his mechanical army in many different bases so that he could activate Lord’s Descent in 

emergencies. 

Manison had the largest Beyond Grade A faction in the Primeval Star River, and the Black Star Army did 

not have much strength in that region. Currently, his relationship with Manison was not too good, and 

he had to be careful when he was in Manison’s territory. 

After sending out his long-distance mechanical army, Nero came to find him with the strange enchanted 

weapon. 

“Godfather, this is the item that I was talking about.” 

Han Xiao accepted the weapon from Nero and studied it carefully. 
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The weapon was in the shape of a spear, and it was broken in the center. The body of the entire spear 

was dark green, and it felt like bronze. There was a golden fog flowing on the surface of the spear. 

The instant he touched the broken spear, a notification popped up on his interface. 

_____________________ 



Deity Assassinator (Damaged) 

Advertisement 

Type: Close Combat Enchanted Weapon 

Grade: Legendary (Orange) 

Equipment Requirements: Lv.230, 830 STR, 1,000 DEX, 600 MYS 

Attributes Bonus: +146 STR, +171 DEX, +223 MYS 

Basic Stats: 21,000 – 24,000 Basic Damage, 3755/9000 Durability, 744/15,000 Energy 

Enchantment: [Deity Assassinator (Damaged)] When the target is above Lv.200, +240% damage. 

Enchantment: [High Grade Enchantment – Rapid Phantom] +60% attack speed, 1.5% chance of releasing 

two phantom attacks (75% damage) with every attack. 

Enchantment: [Divine Lock – Double Layer Energy Restriction]. 20% chance of inflicting [Energy 

Restricted] status when hitting the target. The target will not be able to circulate or activate energy. 30s 

cooldown after being triggered. 

Enchantment: [Spiritual Energy Surge]. Rune capable of absorbing different forms of energy to replenish 

the Energy Value and sustain the effects of the various enchantments. When Energy Value is above 50%, 

your attacks will have AOE damage. 
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Enchantment: [Molecular Penetration]. +1,600 Armor Penetration. 

Enchantment: [Berserk Magical Energy]. +33% Critical Rate, 20% of Critical Damage will be turned into 

True Damage. 

16 other Enchantments (Expand/Collapse) 

Remark: This weapon is currently damaged. Equipment Requirements, Basic Stats, and Enchantment 

effects will be greatly reduced. 

_____________________ 

“This…” Han Xiao was startled. 

Even in its damage state, the equipment requirement was still level 230. If it was in its complete state, 

would it not mean that only a Beyond Grade A would be capable of using this weapon? 

All the enchantments were high grade runes, especially the [Deity Assassinator] enchantment. When the 

target was above level 200, the damage would be 2.4 times the original! 

What kind of a concept was this‽ 

The greater the number of enchantments, the greater the load. For this weapon to be able to endure so 

many enchantments, its material must be extremely sturdy. 



Why would the Kunde Race have such an item? 

“Tell me how you obtained this weapon,” Han Xiao said. 

“Alright.” 

Nero then began narrating what had happened. 

“It was an ordinary battleship battle. My teammates and I killed our way into the hold of the spaceship 

and exchanged fire with the enemy’s forces. I charged straight at the enemy’s commander, and his 

armor was shattered by my attack. I remembered your teachings and didn’t forget to deal a killing blow. 

However, the ground exploded before I could do so, and we all fell down. 

“We then landed in a pitch-black warehouse, and this weapon was placed in a transparent vacuum 

container. That commander then opened up the container and charged at me with this weapon. I tried 

to avoid the weapon, but he exploded midway. That was how I obtained this weapon.” 

Exploded? Oh, it should be because the other party’s level was too low, and he couldn’t endure the 

enchantments on the weapon, Han Xiao thought to himself. 

The more powerful the weapon, the greater the strength required to control it. If one did not reach the 

equipment requirements of the weapon, one would not be able to unleash the true might of the 

weapon. However, a small portion of weapons had the risk of causing the user to explode, and it was 

commonly seen in enchanted equipment. 

“Deity Assassinator… it should probably be a Beyond Grade A weapon. Since it is a weapon with a name, 

will it be recorded on the web?” 

Han Xiao then entered into the dynasty’s database and searched for the Deity Assassinator. A large 

amount of information immediately popped up before him. 

He then clicked on the top file. 

The Deity Assassinator was forged from a Beyond Grade A dwarf Mage called ‘Divine Craftsman’ Thorne. 

He was a grandmaster at forging magical weapons and died in the year 79 of the Galaxy Calendar. He 

had crafted numerous magical equipment during his lifetime and made a huge contribution to the study 

of forging magical weapons. He was a character that one would definitely see in the textbooks of 

enchantments and crafting. 

The Deity Assassinator was a Beyond Grade A weapon that Thorne forged for his friend, and it was only 

a part of the [Deity Butcher] set. 

The [Deity Butcher] set was a legendary product left behind by Thorne. It was ranked third in the 

‘Grandmaster Thorne: Hundred Legendary Products’ list. On their own, the individual parts were only of 

the orange grade, but the entire set was a Universal Treasure at the gold grade! 

Throughout history, there had only been a single owner of the [Deity Butcher] set. It belonged to a 

Beyond Grade A Pugilist who had the title of ‘Divine Spear’. 
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Divine Spear had disappeared in year 103 of the Galaxy Calendar, and the set had also disappeared with 

him. 

At this moment, Phillip suddenly appeared. 

“My lord, hum… I detect weak multi-dimensional energy from this weapon. Should I conduct a detailed 

scan?” 

Han Xiao nodded and took out various equipment to scan the Deity Assassinator. 

The results were out very quickly, and the composition of the multi-dimensional energy was displayed. 

The amount of negative energy was the highest, and it was the most obvious at the location where the 

spear was broken. This weapon was obviously destroyed by negative energy, and such energy was 

commonly seen in the secondary dimension. 

“It means that Divine Spear was most likely killed in the secondary dimension,” Han Xiao muttered 

under his breath. 

Exploring the secondary dimension was filled with plenty of risks. For a Pugilist that did not have any 

doppelgangers, teleportation spells, or mechanical soldiers, he could only use his body to brave the 

dangers of the secondary dimension, putting his life on the line. 

According to history, there were two common ways for a Beyond Grade A Super to die. The first was 

being killed by another Beyond Grade A, and the second was dying in the secondary dimension. 

Han Xiao had a guess as to what was going on. 

This weapon was probably drifting in the secondary dimension and encountered a wormhole or 

dimension crack. It then fell back into the main universe and dropped into the Dust Light Star Cluster. It 

was then discovered by the members of the Kunde Race. 

However, it seemed like the Kunde Race was not able to research the mysteries of magic from this item. 

Thinking about this, Han Xiao looked at Nero with resignation. 

You were actually able to pick something like this up? 

It seems like I was being too kind! 

Having a conscience is probably pointless when dealing with you! 

“Godfather, did you discover anything?” Nero asked. 

“Cough…” With a solemn expression, Han Xiao said, “According to my identification, this is a dangerous 

enchanted weapon. You will not be able to endure its load with your strength and will be in danger if 

you use it. Thus, this item shall be kept with me temporarily.” 

“It can’t be right,” Nero immediately said with a look of doubt. “Why didn’t I feel anything when holding 

it? Are you trying to fool me?” 

“Holding it is one thing; using it is another. Would I joke about something like this? Who do you think I 

am? Do you think that I would lie to you?” Han Xiao said righteously. 



Just when Nero was about to say something else, Han Xiao covered his mouth and pushed him out of 

the room. 

Bang! 

Before Nero could even react, the door closed. 

Han Xiao’s voice could then be heard. 

“If you don’t have anything else to do, go and walk around more. If you find something else, remember 

to bring it to me so that I can take a look at it.” 

“Dream on! I won’t be back again!” 

Nero puffed angrily like a child whose red packet had been taken away. 

Han Xiao then opened a safe and placed the Deity Assassinator inside. 

He was interested in the entire Deity Butcher set. However, a single part was not too useful to him. 

But to a close combat fighter, the Deity Assassinator was a treasure. 

A level 230 requirement was about peak Grade A+, and he did have such an expert. Hadavy was an 

example. 

However, Hadavy was an Esper. Although he was tanky, he would not receive any bonuses when using a 

weapon and was only good for receiving hits. He was like a pure meat shield, unlike Han Xiao, who could 

tank and deal damage all while looking extremely suave. 

The way Han Xiao saw it, Lothaire was most suitable for the Deity Assassinator. It was a weapon that 

Thorne had made for a Pugilist, and only a Pugilist would be able to fully maximize its potential. 

Although Lothaire had not reached the peak, his assassination skills would definitely increase a few 

levels if he received this weapon. 

Furthermore, he would probably have to use this assassin grandmaster to deal with the mastermind. 

… 

The Kunde Race incident came to an end, and the Crimson Dynasty began their exploration again. 

The war delayed the exploration for a few months. However, the dynasty’s progress did not slow down, 

and they received plenty of rewards. 

Taking over the Kunde Race’s territory was akin to receiving a few stargates connecting a few Star 

Systems in the Dust Light Star Cluster. It would save them a great deal of time as they did not have to 

construct new stargates. 

Furthermore, the Kunde Race database also had plenty of information about the various planets and 

narrowed down their scope of exploration. 
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Without any obstructions, the second exploration phase continued smoothly. 



The dynasty did not announce the battle in the explored universe, but they had secretly sent out many 

intelligence officers to search for the mastermind. 

Aesop also made a prophecy and foresaw that the stowaways who sent out the spaceships would pass 

by a certain region. However, the region was far away from the explored regions and did not have any 

stargates. The dynasty’s spaceship could only travel by hyperdrive and might not be able to catch up to 

the other party. 

Thankfully, Han Xiao had made other preparations, and his long-distance mechanical army had reached 

the Primeval Star River. 

Chapter 987 Primeval Star River Mechanic Emperor 

On Planet Three Kings, two individuals were walking down an alley. 

One of them was Madison, and the other was a high official of the Modo Civilization who was Madison’s 

leader. 

Both of them walked and chatted at the same time. 

“You are in charge of the plan to make use of the natives and can report to the three Kings directly. This 

is a good opportunity,” the high official said with his arms behind his back. “Madison, I have always 

believed in your abilities, but can you ensure that the dynasty will never discover the truth? The three 

Kings will definitely remember you if something goes wrong, and your future will be over.” 

“Ah, I’ve said this many times, but it will be impossible for the dynasty to discover us,” Madison said 

coldly but confidently. “I got rid of any traces many years ago. The serial number of that spaceship has 

been cleaned up, and I also washed the spaceship in magic many times to prevent prophecies. The 

dynasty won’t be able to find any clues from the spaceship, and what other clues can they find? 

“Even if the dynasty manages to find the spaceship factory, I got an intelligence officer to clean up all 

our transactions with the factory, so the dynasty won’t be able to find anything. That intelligence officer 

is now living under a disguise, and everyone will think that he is dead. His personal file has also been 

temporarily deleted from the database, and he has been sent away. No one will be able to find him. 
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“Furthermore, we weren’t the ones to purchase the spaceship. It was purchased by a civilian financial 

group, and the spaceship changed hands many times. It was even robbed by galactic pirates. This 

spaceship was only secretly acquired by us many years after it went missing. Not a single trace was left 

behind. The dynasty won’t be able to find us if they try to track us through the spaceship. 

“I also made some other arrangements along the way, and if the dynasty attempts to investigate this 

matter, they will only be misled to believe that the culprit is another Super Star Cluster Civilization.” 

It had been many years since he sent the spaceship to the Kunde Race, and he had already begun 

cleaning up all traces a few years ago. As such, he was confident that the dynasty would not be able to 

find anything. 

Upon hearing that, the high official nodded. “I feel assured if that’s the case.” 
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… 

A silverish-blue planet was slowly moving in the universe like a gemstone floating in the darkness. Light 

was reflected off the surface of the planet and onto the smooth silver armor of a Lord avatar. A group of 

black mechanical soldiers were following behind the avatar silently. 

This was a manufacturing planet of the Primeval Star River, and many different financial groups had 

operations on this planet. 

The clue that he had found from [Bold Explorer] pointed to a factory located on this planet. 

This factory produced only ordinary spaceships in large quantities without modifying them at all. 

There was a certain market for such spaceships in the universe, and the other high-grade factories 

would not invest a large amount of resources to produce such spaceships without any core 

competencies. 

Before sending out his mechanical soldiers, Han Xiao had already checked the background of the 

factory. They were a small business and did not have any backing. 

“The mastermind will have erased all traces by now.” 

Although he knew that this would most likely be the case, he still had to verify the matter. 
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Entering the quantum network, the entire planet before him suddenly became translucent with only 

their quantum network nodes being left behind. 

Locking onto the quantum network node of the factory, Han Xiao infiltrated it immediately. The firewall 

of a small company like this would not pose any difficulty to him. 

In an instant, Han Xiao had already obtained all the information in the factory’s database. 

He first opened the production journal and sales record. He then realized that the earliest record was 

only three years ago, but it was impossible for this factory to be so young. 

“Indeed, the mastermind cleaned up all traces.” 

He checked the other records, and the records indicated an unexpected explosion three years ago. 

There was an issue with the power supply during production, which resulted in the entire factory 

exploding. The main system was fried, resulting in the loss of all past records. All the hard copy files 

were also destroyed in the explosion, and even the surrounding factories were somewhat affected. 

An investigation of the matter later found it to be due to a natural malfunction, but Han Xiao did not 

believe that. It was definitely a man-made disaster to destroy all evidence. 

If he was the mastermind, he would clear up the factory’s records and ensure that the spaceship had 

changed hands many times before going missing. This would be the best way to ensure that all tracks 

leading to him were destroyed. 



“Without any records, I won’t be able to find out the serial number of the spaceship, and this clue won’t 

be too useful…” 

Han Xiao’s eyes gleamed. 

“However, there’s still some payoff.” 

At the very least, this clue revealed the production location to be in the Primeval Star River. 

This meant that the four Super Star Cluster Civilizations running the Primeval Star River were the most 

suspicious. The scope of his investigation had already been narrowed greatly. 

Of course, it was possible that a civilization from another Star Fields had intentionally purchased the 

spaceship from the Primeval Star River to frame someone else. However, Han Xiao would first analyze 

the suspects with the highest possibilities. 
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Although he did not have any clues currently, he knew that the dynasty also met with another event 

similar to the Kunde Race war during the later parts of the exploration phase in his previous life. After 

experiencing the Kunde Race war, the dynasty was better prepared and managed to find some 

suspicious characters. 

The most suspicious civilization in the Primeval Star River was the Modo Civilization! 

Their shoes would definitely be wet if they walked by the side of the river. The dynasty was not easily 

trifled with. 

The mastermind would be able to clean up all the clues of the past, but they would not be able to clean 

up the clues of the ‘future’ in Han Xiao’s memories! 

This was akin to saying, ‘Although you haven’t committed a crime yet, I know that you will in the future.’ 

He did not know if the Kunde Race incident was done by the Modo Civilization, but since the other party 

had a ‘past record’, they would be the most suspicious. 

Because his clue had led to a dead end, Han Xiao had two ideas. 

Since the accident at the factory was deliberate, he could attempt to check the entry records of the 

planet three years ago and try to find the culprit behind the accident. 

It would be extremely easy to tamper with the database of a small factory, but it would be far more 

difficult to do so for the surveillance system of an entire planet. If the other party was capable of doing 

so, this path would be cut off as well. 

The second method would be to make use of an elimination method. There were only a few possible 

culprits within the Primeval Star River, and Han Xiao could choose to investigate them individually, 

starting with the most suspicious Modo Civilization. 

He preferred to have different methods up his sleeves and immediately infiltrated the surveillance 

system of the planet. 



With his powerful calculation abilities, he came to a conclusion quickly. There were no suspicious 

characters who approached the factory on the day of the accident. 

“It wasn’t done by an outsider? There are two possibilities. First, the mastermind altered the records of 

the entire surveillance system. Second, it was an inside job.” 

He would be helpless if it was the former, and Han Xiao could only attempt to investigate the latter. 

If it was not done by an outsider, it could only be an inside job. 

“If I was the culprit and was ordered by my superior to infiltrate into the factory, there would be no 

need for me to remain in the factory after completing my mission. Thus, I’d need an excuse to leave. If 

that’s the case…” 

Han Xiao searched the list of workers who had died in the accident three years ago. 

After the accident, all the workers that were still alive went through a strict check, and many of them 

resigned. However, Han Xiao was certain that there was a higher possibility of a spy pretending to die. It 

was a much ‘cleaner’ way of cleaning up their presence. After all, an outstanding intelligence officer 

would definitely have different identities, and dying would be akin to destroying the identity. 

As such, it was likely that the culprit was on the list of workers who died. 

It would not be difficult for Han Xiao to check the resumes of these individuals, but it would be 

impossible for him to find anything strange in their resumes. 

Instead, he needed to confirm if any of their resumes had signs of being forged. 

It was easy to forge a resume, but checking it was not too difficult either. It was just a little troublesome. 

One only had to follow the resume to ask the previous organizations and relatives of the individual if 

such a person existed. 

If there were traces of forgery on any of the resumes, it would mean that the individual was suspicious. 

Then, he just needed to make use of the elimination method by comparing the resumes of the 

individuals to the files of the intelligence officers of the Modo Civilization and other Super Star Cluster 

civilizations. 

If the culprit had snuck into the factory, they must have used a false identity, and even their appearance 

might be fake. However, this was not a dead end. 

The factory’s data was destroyed, but the planet’s surveillance record was still around. Han Xiao would 

be able to write an algorithm to analyze the footage and compare them with the intelligence officers of 

the various organizations. 

This way, he would be able to match the culprit to the right organization. 

The next problem would be… just how could Han Xiao obtain the files of these intelligence officers. 

The Black Star Army did not have any organizations in the Primeval Star River. 
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Han Xiao scratched his alloy head. 

He did not know about the rest, but a possessive jerk like Manison would definitely have plenty of 

information on the various Super Star Cluster Civilizations. 

Even the Federation of Light had to guard against the Mechanic Emperor’s Virtual Intrusion, so he had 

probably done so before. If that was the case, how could the Super Star Cluster Civilizations be safe? 

“Alright then, it seems like I’ll have to go and meet the Mechanic Emperor.” 

Chapter 988 Decisive Action 

On the topic of Manison’s organization, it was usually referred to as the Mechanic Empire or Mechanical 

Race. 

Manison’s territory was located within the Primeval Star River, and although it was the territory of a Star 

System Civilization on the surface, Manison was actually the one in charge of the place. 

Han Xiao had his Lord avatar visit Manison. He had already sent a message before that, and Manison 

had agreed to meet him. They had set the meeting location on a planet inhabited by the Mechanical 

Race. Manison had many planets under his charge, and this was one of them. 

Han Xiao’s avatar arrived at the location, and he could see a mechanical planet. It was covered by a 

gigantic psionic shield with a large number of mechanical soldiers patrolling outside the atmosphere of 

the planet. 

“An old man is an old man indeed. He is truly rich.” 

Han Xiao shook his head. 
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Manison’s territory was extremely wide, and he had many different factories and armies in the various 

Star Fields. Furthermore, he had his own developed mechanical civilization, and the exact size of his 

army was unknown. The various organizations only knew that he had a terrifying number of soldiers. 

Han Xiao’s troops did not wait for too long before an opening was created in the protective shield. A 

mechanical soldier squad then led the way for him. 

He followed the guide, and his Lord avatar landed on the planet. 

He could see many different cities scattered around the planet and many pedestrians roaming the 

streets. 
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Manison was the second Beyond Grade A in the Mechanical Race, and although he had transformed into 

a new species, he still treated the Mechanical Race as his kind and took on the position of leader. 

However, he was different from Psyker. To him, the Mechanical Race was only an important resource, 

and he did not feel too responsible for them. 



As the race that had the lineage of a Beyond Grade A, the Mechanical Race had outstanding natural 

talent, which provided Manison with many useful skills. Many of the Mechanics under his charge came 

from the Mechanical Race. Furthermore, at least eighty percent of the Mechanical Race population were 

part of the Machinery Faith. 

A large floating island could be seen. This was one of Manison’s palaces. 

The Lord avatar then landed on the floating island together with the other mechanical soldiers. 

Clank clank clank… 

The sound of metal rang out as the mechanical soldiers landed. 

The moment he landed, Han Xiao heard someone calling out to him. 

“Ah, to think that you’d take the initiative to find me. This is truly out of my expectations.” 
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Manison’s Lord avatar walked over. It was not Manison’s main body who had come to meet him. 

Upon seeing that, Han Xiao sneered in his heart. 

Tsk, so cowardly. 

After cursing Manison in his heart, Han Xiao said, “You invited me over to be a guest a few years ago. 

Since it was convenient for me, I came over to take a look.” 

He did not mention the conflict between the two. The mechanical voices of the two avatars also had no 

emotions. 

Manison smiled and also did not mention their previous skirmish. 

He had defeated plenty of Divine Throne Mechanics, and to a bigshot like him, this was not considered 

significant enmity. 

At his level, even if the other party was his competitor, he could still sit down and have a calm 

conversation with them. 

“If that’s the case, then follow me. I will give you a tour of my base.” Manison turned around and led the 

way. 

Because of their previous face off, both parties had a strained relationship. However, Black Star was a 

peak Beyond Grade A Super after all, and Manison naturally would not be rude if the other party came 

to visit him. 

Both of them toured around the base for a while, and Han Xiao saw many ordinary facilities. He did not 

see anything special. After all, Manison would not reveal his trump cards to a competitor of his. It was 

just like when Han Xiao was not willing to show Manison his Spacetime Amber. 

Han Xiao had already expected this. Manison was not an individual who liked to show off his trump 

cards and thus did not expect to see much. 



After touring around the place for a while, he entered the conference room with Manison, and they 

began chatting. 

“Since we are both using avatar, there’s no need for drinks.” Manison leaned back calmly. “Why are you 

here?” 

“I wish to borrow some intelligence,” Han Xiao said calmly. 

“In what way?” 

“I wish to borrow the files on the intelligence officers of the four Super Star Cluster and other Star 

Cluster Civilizations.” 

Manison was a little surprised, and he sat up straight. 

“Why do you want this?” 

“To find someone,” Han Xiao replied succinctly. 

He had already searched through the information and found a forged resume. He only needed to 

compare it to the files of the intelligence officers. Asking the Mechanic Emperor for help was the best 

choice. 

The gangsters of the Primeval Star River were not like the Kunde Race natives. Their technological 

capabilities were only second to the three Universal Civilizations. 

It would require a great deal of effort for him to personally infiltrate their system, and it was likely that 

he would be discovered as well. 

Furthermore, he needed to infiltrate more than one of the Super Star Cluster Civilizations. Even if he 

could find the culprit in one of them, he would offend the other three in the process. Han Xiao did not 

want to create enemies for himself for no good reason. 

On the other hand, Han Xiao felt that it was likely for the other party to have deleted the files of the 

culprit so that he would not be able to find anything. 

The Mechanic Emperor was different in this regard. As a bigshot of the Federation of Light, he had 

always been collecting intelligence. 

With these four good neighbors of his, he would definitely run around in their backyard once in a while 

and steal a large amount of confidential information. As such, it was more likely for him to obtain a 

complete file from the Mechanic Emperor. 

Manison pondered for a while before shaking his head. “It is impossible to lend it to you. I will only do a 

trade.” 

“Alright, what do you want?” 

“Spacetime Amber,” Manison said. 

“Impossible.” Han Xiao rejected him without hesitation. 

Are you dreaming, old fool? 



You want a Universal Treasure in exchange for an intelligence report? You are truly a business wonder. 

“Not even a single drop?” 

“Haha.” 

Upon hearing that, Manison folded his arms and remained silent. His meaning was obvious. Since you 

aren’t willing to accept my price, what are you prepared to give? 

After thinking for a while, Han Xiao said, “I can openly admit that you are the strongest Mechanic.” 

“I already am the strongest. Why do I need your admission?” Manison asked. 

“Isn’t it a good thing to stabilize your foundations?” 
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“I don’t need it.” Manison waved his arms. 

I am the Mechanic Emperor. Do I need your support? What a joke! 

Han Xiao then stroked his chin and said, “Perhaps we can come to an agreement. I will not challenge 

your position within fifty years.” 

Upon hearing that, Manison said with interest, “You mean to say that you will be able to exceed me 

within fifty years?” 

“Everything is possible,” Han Xiao said. 

Manison smiled and calmly replied, “It’s alright. I don’t need such a method to secure my status.” 

Han Xiao then leaned forward slightly and said, “Why don’t I owe you a favor?” 

“Only a favor that can be repaid is worth something. Do you think your favor is worth anything to me 

with our relationship?” Manison shook his head. 

After pausing for a while, Manison did not wait for Han Xiao to reply and said, “Forget it. I can give you 

the intelligence that you want, but you won’t be able to give me what I want. Get the Crimson Dynasty 

to talk to me.” 

Han Xiao pretended to fall into deep thought. “If that’s the case, why don’t I persuade the dynasty to 

provide you with some Evolutionary Totems?” 

Manison was not interested. “Why not you give me the Evolution Cube instead?” 

“Are you asleep or awake?” Han Xiao asked. 

Manison had thick skin and said, “But the totem isn’t useful to me.” 

“Are you sure?” Han Xiao knocked on the desk. “You will not be able to use the totems, but the 

Mechanical Race that you are leading will be able to make use of them. It is still useful to them, right?” 

Upon hearing that, Manison fell into thought. 



Han Xiao then shrugged his shoulders and said, “I will not give you anything more. You should know that 

the other organizations will also have such information. It is just that the information in your hands is 

more complete. However, it isn’t unique. If you can’t agree to this, the deal is over.” 

Manison nodded. “Alright, I agree.” 

He could easily obtain as much intelligence as he wanted. It was an extremely easy matter to him and 

did not cost him anything. For him to be able to gain the Evolutionary Totems in the process, Manison 

felt that it was acceptable. 

Although he did not think too much about this trade, the totems were pretty useful to the Mechanical 

Race. 

“Alright, it’s settled. I will communicate with the dynasty regarding this,” Han Xiao said. 

Although he was breaking the rules, as long as he controlled the number of totems that he sold, the 

dynasty would not be bothered about something so small. 

Because of the pressure of the federation and church, some of the totems were sold on the black 

market. Although the dynasty did not sell the totems openly, they would not be too stubborn if it could 

be used in exchange for some important intelligence. 

He originally planned to use the totems to exchange for the intelligence report. 

Han Xiao was not like Heber who cared a great deal about his face. He still had huge potential for growth 

according to his plans and was not planning to fight the Mechanic Emperor any time soon. Thus, he 

would not be bothered with such useless promises. If Manison had agreed to his promise, he would 

have been able to save his Evolutionary Totems. 

Manison only knows that I have a great potential but does not know exactly how fast I can increase my 

strength. His impression of me is kept at the previous time we fought, and he isn’t aware that I have 

now grasped [Perfect Mechanical Sense]. As long as I do not fight him, it would be difficult for him to 

realize that. 

Manison probably thinks that I am only running an errand for the dynasty but does not know that I am 

able to strengthen myself from this mission. 

After coming to an agreement, Han Xiao made an application to the dynasty. After knowing that he was 

pursuing the identity of the mastermind, the upper echelons discussed the matter for a while before 

agreeing. 

Since they were only going to provide a little more than a hundred totems, it would not affect the big 

picture. 

Manison then sent the intelligence report over to him. 

With the intelligence report in his hands, Han Xiao stood up and said, “The totems will be sent over 

soon. I will make a move first.” 

“Alright.” 



Manison then looked at Han Xiao leave before exiting from the quantum network. 

Despite winning against Black Star previously, this did not mean that Manison was not wary of Han Xiao 

at all. He was worried that Han Xiao had come with bad intentions and had thus prepared a trap for Han 

Xiao just in case. 

For Virtual Mechanics at their level, they would have to attack the other party head on if they wanted to 

infiltrate the other party’s system. It would be impossible to remain undetected by the firewall. 

If Black Star wanted to infiltrate his system, Black Star definitely would not have been let off easily. 

However, he never imagined that Han Xiao would come and go quickly without any ulterior motives, 

meaning all his preparations went to waste. 

“It seems like he no longer has any plans to fight me. The dynasty should have influenced his thoughts 

slightly.” 

Manison had a guess based on Han Xiao’s actions. 

… 

As Han Xiao’s spaceship left the territory of the Mechanical Race, he took out the algorithm that he had 

prepared and began the matching process. 

The matching process was completed very quickly, and a target was found. 

“The Modo Civilization? It is them!” 

Han Xiao raised his brows. 

“If it’s the Modo Civilization…” 

Han Xiao then searched for a few famous individuals in the Modo Civilization in his memories before 

taking out his communicator to make a call. 

After ringing for a while, someone picked up the call but did not say anything. 

“Lothaire?” 

“I’m here.” 

“Come to the Primeval Star River. I have a mission and present for you.” 

“Okay.” 

Lothaire then hung up. 

What a reliable middle-aged man. Han Xiao was certain that the Modo Civilization was the mastermind 

behind the Kunde Race incident. 
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However, Han Xiao still was not aware about who planned the operation. 

However, that did not matter. He only needed to take revenge against the mastermind. 



Since that was the case, he should just take decisive action. 

All the famous individuals now and in the future shall all be executed! 

Chapter 989 Record It in the Little Book 

Of course, Han Xiao would not go overboard. 

Although his mission was to take revenge against the entire Modo Civilization, most of them were 

innocent. If it was not for his mission, he would not want to do something like this either. 

The masterminds were mainly the leaders of the Modo Civilization, and Han Xiao planned to deal with 

the important officials of the Modo Civilization. As for the other members of the Modo Civilization, Han 

Xiao planned to observe the situation first before deciding. There was no need to be so extreme at the 

start. 

It would still be fine if he assassinated some individuals with high potential who had yet to grow up. 

However, there would definitely cause a backlash if he assassinated an individual with high authority. 

Furthermore, if a large number of officials within the Modo Civilization were assassinated, the Modo 

Civilization would not be the only party being enraged. The other Star Cluster Civilizations would also 

feel threatened and work together to deal with the threat. 

As such, the advantage of having a backer was immediately shown. Although the dynasty would not 

carry out large-scale assassination operations, they did not mind their allies doing the dirty work. That 

was especially so since the Modo Civilization was the mastermind behind the Kunde Race affair. 

Although the losses of the dynasty were not large, they still suffered some losses. How would they be 

able to give an answer to the warriors who died in the Kunde Race war if they did not cause a storm of 

blood? 
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Furthermore, it would always be politically correct for the three Universal Civilizations to suppress these 

Super Star Cluster Civilizations. If not for him having the dynasty’s support, he would attract trouble to 

himself even if he was a local tyrant. 

Assassinations had never been something that could be openly admitted, but they had always been 

effective. However, some things could be proven by history. Regardless of whether an individual died, 

the wheels of history would not stop rolling forward. The only difference was whether it rolled quickly or 

slowly. 

If the dynasty attempted to suppress the Modo Civilization in the various domains, while it would cause 

a Super Star Cluster Civilization to suffer, it would be difficult to cause great damage to them—unless 

the dynasty was willing to ignore their own losses and pay a huge price. 

As for assassinations, it was an extremely cost-effective method. 
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Han Xiao decided to take on the dirty job. It was both for the mission reward and because the dynasty 

wanted to punish the mastermind. 



As such, he was not afraid of the assassinations being discovered. In order to warn the other party, not 

only must the assassinations be known, the other organizations had to suspect that the dynasty was 

behind it. 

This way, the other Super Star Cluster Civilizations would know that this matter would not affect them. 

Even if they were dissatisfied, they would not make a move. 

The Modo Civilization took the initiative to create trouble, and the other party was a civilization even 

more powerful than them. Who can they blame but themselves for suffering the other party’s revenge? 

As for whether or not assassinations were breaking the rules set by the civilizations… what can they do 

about that? 

Unless they are strong enough for others to listen to them obediently, it’s a joke to think that they can 

get others to submit through virtue. 

Han Xiao then opened the intelligence report that the Mechanic Emperor had sent him and confirmed 

his assassination target. 

The ones in charge of the Kunde Race plan would definitely be an officer of the intelligence department. 

Their information was recorded in the intelligence report that Manison had given him, and Han Xiao 

decided to take care of these individuals first. They were not kind individuals, and getting rid of them 

would definitely cause some loss to the Modo Civilization’s intelligence department. 

“I can be considered a famous bigshot right now, and it isn’t suitable for me to personally carry out 

assassinations. Lothaire is the most suitable choice.” Han Xiao nodded. 
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This was not only a mission but also a form of training. 

He had high expectations of Lothaire and felt that Lothaire was an individual worthy of being groomed. 

… 

Not too long later, Lothaire met up with Han Xiao’s mechanical soldiers. 

“Your Excellency Black Star.” Lothaire greeted Han Xiao’s Lord avatar. 

Han Xiao sized Lothaire up from head to toe. Lothaire was currently dressed completely in black with his 

face being covered with a black scarf. Only his cold eyes can be seen. 

After many years of training, Lothaire’s aura had become concealed, and he could move without making 

any sound. When he intentionally restrained his aura, his presence would be greatly reduced. 

He was an agility-focused Pugilist and had the subclass [Assassin]. Furthermore, he also had various 

talents to conceal himself and was a genius in this regard. 

Lothaire had already accepted a new batch of assassins into the newly established Assassin’s Society. He 

personally trained these assassins and developed them secretly. 

“It has been a long time since we last met. There is a name list and some information over here.” 



Han Xiao knew Lothaire’s personality and did not bother exchanging pleasantries with him. 

After accepting the name list, Lothaire looked through it carefully, and a ball of flames burst out from his 

palms. 

Hu! 

The name list was then reduced to ash. 

He is a professional assassin indeed, Han Xiao commented in his heart. 

“This list is pretty long, and I will need some time to get rid of them all,” Lothaire said. 

“There’s no need to rush. I will provide you with intelligence.” 

Han Xiao waved his arms before handing a long box over to Lothaire. 

“This is a present for you. Take a look.” 

Lothaire opened the box, and a gold light flowed out from it. Lothaire looked carefully at the item in the 

box—the Deity Assassinator. 

While waiting for Lothaire to arrive, Han Xiao had sent the Deity Assassinator over from the Flickering 

World. 

Lothaire then studied the spear and grabbed it. 

The next moment, his eyes narrowed. 

A gold light burst forth from where he touched the spear. 

Hum! 

Golden strands of energy stretched out from his arms and very quickly approached his heart. Lothaire’s 

eyes also began glowing with a golden light. 

“Eh? This is…” Han Xiao was surprised upon seeing such a scene. 

Nothing had happened when he and Nero touched the Deity Assassinator. Could it be that this weapon 

gave Pugilists a special bonus? 

However, that was not stated in the item details, and there were other Pugilists that had come into 

contact with the Deity Assassinator before as well. Why was it such that this strange occurrence only 

happened with Lothaire? 

Han Xiao waited patiently for a while before the golden light receded from Lothaire’s body, and his eyes 

returned to normal. 

“What’s going on?” Han Xiao asked. 

Lothaire did not reply but used his actions to answer. He let go of the Deity Assassinator, and the Deity 

Assassinator floated beside him. He did not make use of any Pugilist flames to control it at all. 



All of a sudden, the Deity Assassinator disappeared with a golden flash, and Lothaire rolled his sleeves 

up to reveal a tattoo on his wrist in the shape of the Deity Assassinator. The tattoo then transformed 

back into a spear with a flash. This was one of the enchantments on the Deity Assassinator. It was able 

to be transformed into an enchantment for storage. However, it was in an unactivated state in Han 

Xiao’s hands. 

Upon seeing that, Han Xiao understood what was going on. 

“You set up a soul connection with it?” 

“Yes. For some reason, this weapon resonates with me.” 

Lothaire nodded. Stretching out his arms, the Deity Assassinator returned to his hands. 

Han Xiao immediately felt his heart turn sour. 

Nero’s one thing. But even you aren’t a human anymore, huh‽ 

Touching an equipment and forming resonance with it? Why can’t something good like that happen to 

me? 

In order to make the Spacetime Amber and Evolution Cube fall in love with me, I spent so much effort… 

Right at this moment, Han Xiao thought about something. 

“Deity Assassinator… this name…” 

He suddenly realized that the name of this weapon was similar to Lothaire’s experience in his previous 

life. 

Lothaire went to assassinate EsGod in his previous life and did not return after that… As for the 

individual who assassinated EsGod… was he not a Deity Assassinator? 

Thinking about this, Han Xiao’s eyes changed. 
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F*ck! Nero actually dug this thing out for him? 

Then, aren’t I like Santa‽ 

“Do you like it?” Han Xiao weakly said. 

“Thank you,” Lothaire said emotionlessly. But looking at him play with the Deity Assassinator enjoyably, 

it could be seen just how much he liked the gift. 

“As long as you like it. In any case, I shall leave the mission with you,” Han Xiao said. 

Lothaire recalled the Deity Assassinator and nodded. 

… 

Two months later, in a rundown bar on one of the Modo Civilization’s colonial planets, the customers 

were in groups of twos and threes, chatting with each other casually. 



Even in the interstellar era, social interaction was still a must, and bars like this were extremely 

common. 

All of a sudden, the chattering in the bar became softer, and everyone looked at the holographic screen 

floating in the bar. 

At this moment, the news was being played on the holographic screen, and the entire bar became silent. 

“Yesterday, an assassination took place, and the victim is an important intelligence officer called 

Madison. He suffered an ambush when out on a business trip. He had plenty of bodyguards with him 

during the incident, but a spear appeared from nowhere, nailing him to the ground. The spear then 

disappeared, and the culprit was not seen. 

“This is the fifth intelligence official that has been assassinated in recent times, and the rage of the 

upper echelons is at its peak. The three Kings personally signed a bounty to catch the culprit. 

“The murderer always uses a spear, and we do not have much intelligence on him. Although many 

organizations have taken responsibility for the assassinations, we aren’t clear about which organization 

the assassin belongs to or his motives. For the assassin to be able to grasp the whereabouts of the 

intelligence officers and avoid records when entering the various planets, he must have a special 

organization behind him. Before the exact reason is…” 

After listening to the news, everyone had an ugly look on their face. 

Someone said with fear in his eyes, “Just what is going on recently. Why are there so many 

assassinations? Plus, the targets are all the high officials. This is truly too unbelievable!” 

“That’s right. How many years has it been since we witnessed something like this? Even the officials 

have been assassinated. This is truly too much!” 

Many of the customers in the bar growled with furious indignation. They could not hide the fear in their 

hearts. 

This was not as simple as just a few officials dying. This was a matter that would cause fear to spread 

within society and cause social unrest! 

When meeting such an incident, the Modo Civilization should have thought about locking down 

information. However, while they were able to control their local media organizations, they could not 

control the foreign media organizations. 

The first report of the assassinations was made by these foreign media organizations. Furthermore, the 

evidence was solid, and there was nowhere to hide. As such, the entire Star Field became aware of the 

event, and a huge commotion was caused. Without even thinking, the Modo Civilization knew that this 

was the method of organization behind the assassin. 

The bartender shook his head in resignation. Just when he was about to continue wiping the cups, he 

found a few coins on the bar counter. It was rare for individuals to still use physical cash, but it was still 

an acceptable method of payment. 

“This is…” 



The bartender scratched his head with doubt. 

“Was there someone sitting there? Why can’t I remember anything?” 

… 

At the same time, Tarrokov called Han Xiao over for a discussion. 

In the office, Tarrokov showed Han Xiao some information. 

“According to Aesop’s prophecy, we intercepted a group of stowaways in that unexplored desolate 

region. After our interrogation, we verified your intelligence, and the mastermind is indeed the Modo 

Civilization. I will have to thank you for your aid this time.” 

Han Xiao nodded upon hearing that. 

He had already reported his findings to the dynasty, but the dynasty had chosen to tread cautiously. The 

dynasty had only given tacit approval to his assassination operation but did not conclude that the Modo 

Civilization was the mastermind. They only confirmed the matter after interrogating the stowaways. 

“We also found out who’s in charge of this operation,” Tarrokov said with a deep voice. “He is an 

intelligence officer of the Modo Civilization, and we need your help to get rid of him.” 

“Er… That might not be possible.” 

“Why?” Tarrokov asked with doubt. 

“Because someone who has died cannot die again.” Han Xiao shook his head and smiled. He then 

showed a screen of the news broadcast from the Primeval Star River. “I have already taken care of that 

fellow. You’re too late.” 

“You are truly quick.” Tarrokov was stunned. 

“This shouldn’t be your only reason for arranging to meet me, right?” 

“I really can’t hide anything from you.” Tarrokov chuckled. “I am here to convey the intentions of the 

Ruler and the upper echelons.” 

“Good news or bad news?” 

“Er, I don’t know,” Tarrokov said slowly. “We have already confirmed the mastermind, and the dynasty 

will take action. The Ruler agrees with the assassination operation to create some destruction to the 

Modo Civilization. You can be assured about this. If the Modo Civilization has any objections, we will 

protect you. However, the dynasty will not provide you with any help, and you shouldn’t go overboard. 

It won’t be good if you force the Modo Civilization into a corner.” 

“I know. I won’t go too far.” Han Xiao waved his hand. If not, I would have even assassinated the three 

Kings. 

“Hmm, the dynasty is also going to suppress the Modo Civilization economically. However, you shouldn’t 

be too hopeful as we won’t invest too much in this. You should also know that the federation and 

church are still suppressing us. Furthermore, we still need to pay for the expenses of exploring the 



Flickering World and won’t have too much energy to take care of the Modo Civilization. Thus, we are 

only putting up a front to warn the other Super Star Cluster Civilizations.” 

Han Xiao frowned. “If the warning isn’t sufficient, the outsiders may see through the dynasty’s weakness 

and exploit the situation.” 

The dynasty wanted to send out a warning but did not wish to pay a huge price. This was not in line with 

the dynasty’s benefits. 

The requirement of his mission was to damage the Modo Civilization. Although his assassination 

operation might be effective, this Grade S mission was too vague and did not display any mission 

progress. He did not know how far away he was from his target. 

He would have to put in more effort if the dynasty did not help him. 

“I understand,” Tarrokov said with resignation. “However, the dynasty is facing too much pressure. 

If the target was an ordinary Star Cluster Civilization, the dynasty would be able to easily take care of the 

other party. However, things were not so simple when dealing with a Super Star Cluster Civilization. 

Han Xiao shrugged. “If the pressure is too big, you can just open up the Evolutionary Totem sales.” 

The Federation of Light and Arcane Church were pressuring the dynasty for the Evolutionary Totems. 

Since the dynasty refused to budge, the pressure that they faced would naturally increase. 

In fact, it could be said that the dynasty was blocking his benefits. If he was allowed to openly sell the 

totems, he would be able to receive a new batch of orders and receive a never-ending stream of 

resources. 

The individual who had the Evolution Cube in his hands would be able to grasp this huge business 

opportunity. As such, there were still upper echelons within the dynasty that wanted to snatch the 

Evolution Cube from Han Xiao so that they could receive the huge pie. 

The Limitless Financial Group had not remained idle during the second exploration phase and continued 

to compete with the Germinal Financial Group. 

“Ah, this isn’t something that I can participate in.” Tarrokov was not willing to talk about this and 

changed topics. “However, you don’t have to worry about the Modo Civilization. Just because the 

dynasty has its hands full right now doesn’t mean that we won’t punish the Modo Civilization. The 

dynasty plans to settle the scores in the fourth exploration phase.” 

Hearing that, Han Xiao was excited. 

The fourth phase would be when the Flickering World opened up to the outside world. This would be a 

good chance to settle the scores. 

All the Super Star Cluster Civilizations were creating so much trouble so that they could receive more 

benefits from the Flickering World. However, when the Flickering World was opened to the outside 

world, would the Modo Civilization not be at the mercy of the dynasty when they were in the dynasty’s 

territory? 



If the dynasty was even more vicious, they might be able to make the Modo Civilization return with 

nothing. 

The Modo Civilization would have a bleak future if they were recorded in the dynasty’s little book. 

Thinking about that, Han Xiao did not have any issues with their plan and thought to himself, The 

Primeval Star River is the other party’s territory, and it won’t be easy for me to take revenge on them. 

Things will be much easier when they are in the Flickering World. 
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This means that it would be likely for me to complete the second requirement during Version 4.0. 

Han Xiao planned to remain low profile during this period to fortify his foundations. He could afford to 

wait. 

Han Xiao then smiled at Tarrokov. 

“Alright, I shall ‘take good care’ of them when they come to the Flickering World.” 

Chapter 990 Go for Wool and Come Back Shorn 

After coming to an agreement on the matter regarding the Modo Civilization, both of them chatted 

about the Flickering World for a while before engaging in idle chatter. 

Tarrokov took a sip of tea and said, “The dynasty’s research facility is now studying the Spacetime 

Splicing Technology. A few of my old friends there told me that this will be a new theoretical direction 

for research that will give birth to an extremely powerful technological skill. We will now be able to gain 

a new trump card in the spacetime field. This is all thanks to you.” 

“This is a good thing. Even without me, the dynasty would’ve obtained the technology.” Han Xiao 

lowered his head and wanted to grab onto the cup on the table, only to have his holographic hand pass 

through the cup. He then looked at Tarrokov with resignation. 

Upon seeing Han Xiao’s gaze, Tarrokov placed his cup down and coughed dryly. 

“The Federation of Light has the Multi-Dimensional Sky Opening Transportation Device, but the 

dynasty’s spacetime research isn’t a match for them. This time, we obtained the Spacetime Splicing 

Technology, and we may be able to develop a trademark technology in the future. Thus, a confidentiality 

agreement cannot be helped.” 

“I understand. This technology will not be spread out from me.” Han Xiao nodded. 
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In his previous life, the Spacetime Splicing Technology was monopolized by the dynasty. This time, the 

dynasty was not able to monopolize the technology and could only request that Han Xiao did not let it 

spread. 

During this period, Han Xiao’s level and attributes were not increased by much, but he gained quite a 

few powerful abilities and talents. If the Mechanic Emperor attempted to infiltrate his database again, 

he would not be afraid anymore, and history would not repeat itself. 



Tarrokov suddenly seemed to have thought about something and smiled. “Speaking of which, the 

Spacetime Splicing Technology is the greatest wealth of the Kunde Race Civilization. The Modo 

Civilization is obviously a step ahead of us in this respect, but they were made use of by others and are 

still hidden in the dark.” 

“If the Modo Civilization knew that their plan didn’t only harm themselves but gave the dynasty a huge 

advantage, they’d probably regret it.” 
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The two burst out laughing together. 

After laughing for a while, Tarrokov changed the topic and said, “With my status, it isn’t appropriate for 

me to ask you this question, but I still want to ask you… What are your arrangements with regards to 

your marriage?” 

Han Xiao’s face suddenly became strange. 

What? You want to be a matchmaker now? 

With both of our statuses, it isn’t too good for you to ask me such a private question, right? 

Tarrokov also had an odd look on his face but continued. “The dynasty places a huge emphasis on their 

alliance with you and also pays close attention to your lifestyle. Maybe you aren’t aware, but you are 

very popular among the daughters of the upper echelons.” 

Upon seeing his look of resignation, Han Xiao understood what was going on. 

A Universal Civilization generally would not interfere in the private life of a Beyond Grade A Super. 

However, the alliance between the dynasty and Black Star Army was currently in the honeymoon phase. 

The potential that the Black Star Army had displayed resulted in many of the upper echelons having high 

expectations in him. As such, the idea of a marriage alliance was born, but such matters could not be 

forced. 

Although the dynasty did not have a royal family, a marriage alliance was still a common method to rope 

their allies in. A portion of the upper echelons had such thoughts, and the others were happy to see the 

marriage happen as well. With a marriage between the two, this would cause a change in their 

relationship. It would be much easier to take care of the Evolution Cube problem as well. Black Star 

could keep the Evolution Cube after the marriage, and the upper echelons would not find the matter 

that unacceptable. 
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On the other hand, a Universal Civilization had always placed huge emphasis on the various Beyond 

Grade A races. This would be a cradle for new Supers to be born. The dynasty also wished for Han Xiao 

to have his own children and Beyond Grade A race. 

To put it simply, they were pushing him to get married. 

The matter of an arranged marriage might not be Urranrell’s suggestion; it was probably the various 

upper echelons getting Tarrokov to pass on the message. 



Seeing Han Xiao remain silent, Tarrokov could only continue. “If there’s time, you can participate in 

some of the dynasty’s banquets. There are many daughters who want to get to know you.” 

They want to get to know me? 

They probably want to sleep with me! 

Humph, a guy needs to know how to protect himself. I will not give you such a chance. 

“We can talk about this again later.” Han Xiao chuckled and changed the topic. “Does the dynasty have 

any other upcoming plans?” 

“Let me think…” Tarrokov thought for oa moment, “Right, a Beyond Grade A from the Arcane Church 

has not appeared for a long time. It is a little strange.” 

“Who’s that?” Han Xiao had not paid attention to such matters recently. 

“Ninjia, do you still remember him? He is one of the members who attacked Planet Lighthouse. He was 

the one who escaped with the Ten Thousand Deity Scepter.” 

“Oh, him.” Apart from Ninjia, the other Beyond Grade As of that group were sealed in the Spacetime 

Amber. 

“Ninjia hasn’t appeared all these years, and the Arcane Church claim that he’s recuperating. However, as 

time’s gone on, things have become more and more suspicious. Even if he was recuperating, there’s no 

reason for him to not appear for a decade. There is probably a hidden reason behind this…” 

“Is the Arcane Church lying?” Han Xiao raised his brows. 

“Hmm, it’s possible that Ninjia is missing or already dead. I think that it is possible that Ninjia didn’t 

return with the Ten Thousand Deity Scepter and was intercepted by someone,” Tarrokov said with a 

deep voice. 

“You mean to say… the Ten Thousand Deity Scepter isn’t in the hands of the Arcane Church, and they 

are only pretending that they have it?” Han Xiao stroked his chin. “I have already unsealed the few 

Beyond Grade As from the Arcane Church, but they have not requested that I unseal the Ten Thousand 

Deity Scepter yet. Even if it is because they don’t think that the dynasty will agree, this excuse is a little 

flimsy.” 

“That’s right.” Tarrokov shook his head. “However, it doesn’t matter who has the Ten Thousand Deity 

Scepter. Without your help, no one will be able to use it and pose a threat to us.” 

“Hmm… This means that the dynasty will be the only party capable of using the Ten Thousand Deity 

Scepter. We may even have a chance to purchase the Ten Thousand Deity Scepter and make the once 

trump card of the Arcane Church ours.” 

“It isn’t so easy. We still have to see the intentions of the upper echelons.” Tarrokov was not too 

optimistic about that. 

Both of them then chatter for a while. Tarrokov said that he had a meeting to hold, and Han Xiao did not 

disturb him anymore. 
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After deactivating the long-distance projection, Han Xiao returned to his room and thought about their 

conversation. 

“I will have to wait for the fourth exploration phase to finish my revenge against the Modo Civilization. I 

should make some preparations before Version 4.0.” 

As he said that, Han Xiao opened Phillip’s database and looked at the current scale of the army. 

After so many years of development, the Black Star Army had stabilized its position as the head of the 

Shattered Star Ring. Although it faced some challenges, their status would not be so easily shaken as 

long as he was around. The army had also received their own territory in the Flickering World and had 

plenty of room for improvement. 

The Black Star Army had set up various divisions in the other Star Fields, but the scale of these divisions 

could not be compared to those in the Shattered Star Ring and Flickering World. Their main territories 

were still in these two Star Fields. 

The second exploration phase was now on track. Although there would be more manpower being 

channeled in during the third phase, without an obstruction like the Kunde Race, the entire universe 

would be able to develop stably for the next ten years or so. The universe would only start to stir in the 

fourth phase. 

“The army has sufficient time to build various facilities in the Flickering World during this period. The 

mechanical civilization and Black Spirit Race will also have sufficient time to develop.” 

Next, he went through the pressure that he would be facing from the outside during this period. 

There was no need to mention the Mechanic Emperor. The conflict of interests between them would 

not be resolved so easily. The Limitless Financial Group was also fighting for business with him and 

probably would not let up. Then, there was the World Tree Civilization, a time bomb that could turn the 

entire universe upside-down. 

“There’s now the Modo Civilization on the list as well. There are truly many things to take care of.” 

Han Xiao let out a deep breath. 

There were plenty of powerful enemies, and they were all extremely powerful. In order to deal with 

them, the strength of his faction and his own individual strength was extremely important. 

“My strength will be able to grow quickly when the players return, and it will be much easier for me to 

take care of these problems.” 

Although his efficiency in obtaining experience was not too low, it could not be compared to the 

frightening speed of harvesting leeks. 

He was not planning to remain idle. Even if he could not increase his level, he was planning to make use 

of this time to search for the method to forge Universal Treasures. A Mechanic would have other ways 

to increase their strength. 



It was already very good for a Beyond Grade A to have one Universal Treasure. Han Xiao already has two 

in his hands, but he would not mind having a third. 

“The next batch of Beyond Grade As will be born in Version 4.0. Hehe, I have become a senior so 

quickly.” 

Han Xiao shook his head. Thinking about this, he could not help but think about Hila, who was in 

training. 

He missed Hila after not seeing her for some time. After leaving Planet Aquamarine, the two of them 

had rarely seen each other. 

“She will probably step into the Beyond Grade A realm in Version 4.0.” 

Han Xiao thought highly of Hila, and she was the only one who had the chance to become a Beyond 

Grade A among all his officers. 

Hadavy, Lothaire, Feidin, and Lagi had potential, but they were too far away from becoming a Beyond 

Grade A. 

“Perhaps I should think of a way to strengthen these officers.” 

Han Xiao thought for a while and took out an intelligence report. This was EsGod’s intelligence about the 

Primal Chaos Mysterious Energy. 

According to the information, the Primal Chaos Mysterious Energy would appear in Version 4.0. 

Although he would not be able to use this special Esper Ability, he could obtain it first before finding an 

appropriate host. 

The chance was rare, but he was not planning on letting go of it. 

… 

In a strip club within the transportation hub of the Constellation Corridor, the atmosphere was 

boisterous. However, the atmosphere was the complete opposite in the corner. 

There were two individuals sitting opposite each other. One of them was wearing a windbreaker, and his 

appearance could not be seen. The other was a sentient creature that had zits all over his body. He 

looked like a standing toad and had a pair of sunglasses. 

“This is what you want.” The toadman took out a small disc and passed it to the other party before softly 

saying, “The information is inside.” 

“Hmm.” The man in the windbreaker picked the disc up and walked away. 

The toadman then called out to him and said, “I don’t understand. I backed out from the intelligence 

community a long time ago, and there are only a few who still know me. How did you find me? Who are 

you exactly?” 

“Don’t you think it is very pointless to ask someone who is hiding his identity such a question?” the man 

in the windbreaker said with a hoarse voice. 



He then boarded a galactic spaceship and left the transportation hub. 
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When he was in his room, he took off his windbreaker and revealed a pale face. It was Gaud. 

Taking out a machine, he inserted the disc, and the information was displayed on the screen. 

Gaud’s lips curled up slightly. 

“That’s right. It’s information on the Primal Chaos Mysterious Energy…” 

 


